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Editor’s Note

W

elcome to the latest issue of S&P
everyone. If you’re new to reading
the magazine, welcome aboard – we hope
you enjoy it as much as we do! The holiday
season is already upon us, which means
awards season is right around the corner.
Be sure to check your organization’s website to be up-to-date on submission deadlines or details of upcoming award timelines or events. If you’re unable to attend,
Sound & Picture will be there covering it
for you. From the ASC, CAS, MPSE & SOC
awards, we’ll be your eyes and ears for the evening’s events and winners.
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Although this issue isn’t called the Steven Spielberg Issue, we feature
workflows from two of his latest films; War Horse with English mixer Stuart
Wilson and The Adventures of Tintin with Ronald Judkins, CAS. Sean Rush,
CAS, let’s us peak inside his American Horror Story and Darin Knight, CAS,
talks about his Raising Hope family. Sound mixer Matt Sanchez takes us to
the Australian Alps with an indie film starring Peter Stormare titled Autumn
Blood.

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Glen Trew, John Coffey, Daron James,
Marc Wielage

DP Robert Elswit, ASC, from There Will Be Blood, lets us behind the scenes
of Mission: Impossible - Ghost Protocol which was directed by Brad Bird. Rerecording mixer George Peters answers the question of how to mix The Real
World, while Marc Wielage wages war between production sound mixers
and dialogue mixers. We also take a deeper look into Scott Millan’s upcoming CAS Career Achievement Award and pause for a moment to remember
one of the brightest in the sound mixing community – Gene Cantamessa.

DARON JAMES
daron@soundandpictureonline.com
STEVE WOLSTRUP
steve@soundandpictureonline.com

As workflows in filmmaking and television are evolving at an increasing pace, the new ownership of S&P, with strong roots in sound for film
and video production, is committed to providing an up-to-date view of the
intersection of the sound and picture crafts, and the collaboration between
the various departments. You may have noticed subtle changes within the
magazine reflecting those industry adoptions already. These will continue
to develop over upcoming issues along with some exciting new video and
digital ventures that will provide content where you are and when you
want it.
A very special thanks goes out to everyone who is taking the time out
to share their experience with our readers. We greatly appreciate it. Any
feedback, suggestions or if you’d like to contribute to the magazine or
have an article idea, please pass them along. Email us at editor@soundandpictureonline.com. For daily news and updates you won’t find in our
published version, visit our website soundandpictureonline.com for all the
latest.

John Coffey, CAS
Editor in Chief
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hile major networks slowly crawl towards entertainment extinction
from their lack of creative programming, my DVR is drowning in recorded shows from FX. John Landgraf, FX president, is at the forefront of
the network’s latest direction. His clear and contagious adoration for developing television that breaks through the cookie-cutter programming
we see from the “big four” has been advantageous. American Horror Story is just one of those
shows. Admittedly, I may be the younger, male demographic FX specifically looks to splash
their visual orgasms of delight and laughter upon, but it’s working - in a big way.

Created by Ryan Murphy and Brad Falchuk, American Horror Story is reminiscent of a passion project not unlike The Hurt
Locker, Precious or The Fighter, where the scribes were in need
of the right studio willing to give it a chance. Thankfully, FX
provided them that helping hand. At its heart, AHS is simply
about an eerie haunted house. Dig a little deeper and you’ll
see an intense, scary and sexy show that’s unlike anything else
on TV. There are no vampires, no laugh tracks – just boldly
written story lines that spew originality coupled with amazing
acting. A-mazing acting. Production sound mixer Sean Rush
invited S&P to spend the day with him to peel back some of the
scary and find out what’s going on behind the scenes in AHS’s
audio.
It’s 3:00PM and Stage 5 on the Paramount lot is quiet.
A few grips mingle about unloading equipment from nearby
trucks as the afternoon crew meal slowly winds down. Bone
chilling air starts pumping into the studio as the gigantic barn
door slowly closes behind them like a cavernous tomb. More
production people begin to show face and preparations to start
the second half of their 12 hour day takes shape. Episode 109,
Smoldering Children, is back in full swing. First to film, a scene
with Constance, a character played by the talented Jessica
Lange, and her family (Dennis O’Hare, Evan Peters & Jamie
Brewer). The group is about to have dinner during a flashback
inside the dining room of the American Horror house. While
grace is being said by Tate (Evan Peters), he reveals the true
nature of someone’s death which ignites Larry Harvey (Dennis
O’Hare) with rage. Staged fifty or so feet away from the action
sits Sean Rush nestled between the outside of two set walls
capturing the gripping dialogue.
If you’ve never met Sean before, he’s a great person to be
around. Sean’s a family man (seven children) with a fantastic
work ethic between him and his crew. He gravitated towards
sound at an early age because of his father’s influence, who
was also a sound mixer, and landed a job as a cable man when
he was eighteen on the set of Little House on the Prairie.
The one thing I enjoyed a lot about Sean was his stories from
set. Most I wouldn’t dare to print, but when he started on Little
House, Producer Michael Landon had it in for him on the very
first day. Asking to see Rush’s hands, Landon mentioned they
were pretty dry and told Sean to go see the makeup department to give him their special lotion. Playing along with the
joke, the makeup guy told Sean it was made from the blubber
of walruses from Alaska costing them 1,000 dollars an ounce.
Acting reluctant, Sean was given some anyway and massaged
it into his hands. The white lotion became sticky and the makeup person told Sean he gave him too much and to wipe it away
with a tissue – leaving Sean’s hands covered in little pieces
of white paper. It turned out they gave him a dose of spirit
gum. After wrapping cables for awhile and piling on more dirt,

Sean mixing an American Horror Story dinner scene

they finally gave Rush some alcohol to clean off his hands. The
sound crew felt bad and wanted to make it up to him by giving
him the real lotion. But they didn’t. Instead, they played the
exact same joke all over again by giving Rush a clear form of
spirit gum. He ended up dealing with sticky hands for the rest
of the day.
Rush’s history in the sound field isn’t all fun and games
though. He took the learn-before-you-move-up-path to get to
where he is today. Working his way up to boom, he met sound
mixer Darin Knight who he worked with on the feature film Father of the Bride in 1991. Continuing to work with Knight, Rush
didn’t transition into the mixing chair until the TV movie series The Rockford Files in 1995 when Knight took a short break
– they still are close friends today.
Sean continued in a limbo state switching back from
booming feature films like Scream and sound mixing for The
Rockford Files. It wasn’t until he hooked up with producer Don
Bellisario on JAG that gave him the ability to mix full time.
Rush ended up mixing the entire run of the show (10 seasons).
From there, he’s been able to shuffle around Hollywood working on The Unit, Lost, Vanished, The Middle, Terriers, Weeds, and
various films before landing on American Horror Story.
Already picked up for a second season, boom Dennis Fuller and utility Chris Wilcox, round off Rush’s production sound
team for AHS. “I’m lucky to have these guys. They have been
doing this for about 25 years now, and it’s amazing knowing I
can trust these guys completely,” adds Rush. Standing behind
Sean, shadowing his mix, I can see his history just by looking at his cart. The nicks and dings from all the loading and
unloading. A pair of flickering monitors that seem to add to
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the eerie storyline of AHS. The cans of
Dust-Off piling up on his top shelf. The
hodgepodge of Mafer Clamps fastened
to its open rails. It’s the chariot of an
audio road warrior.
Staring at his color-coded sides,
Rush slides the faders of his Cooper
106, making sure to close any open mics
not being used. Recording at 30FPS/ND
48048k to a Deva 5.8 and mirroring to a
separate Deva II for backup, Rush mixes
down two tracks with one master being
-10db lower than the other. “This show
is unbelievably tough to mix. Our actors can go from a quiet whisper to an
ear piercing scream a half second later,”
explains Rush. “I’m riding the gain on
this show a ton.” I quickly notice exactly what he’s talking about as Dennis O’Hare’s character bellows a line of
dialogue that pushes the limiters on the
Cooper. Sean is quick to adjust, working
from right to left on his board.
Below the mixer are a slew of customized drawers where Comteks, additional
shotguns, wireless equipment and expendables are neatly stored and ready
at a moment’s notice. When radios are
needed, a Lectrosonics Venue System
with UCR411a receivers are paired with
Lectrosonics SMV transmitters and
an antenna tree that is high above his
cart made from an Easton hockey stick.
Sanken COS-11D lavalieres are used for

12

both dialogue and plant mics. He also
has Countryman and Tram mics available for audio applications.
The back of his Cooper sends two
long XLR cables to the booms of Dennis and Chris on set which are paired
with Sennheiser MKH 50 microphones.
They’ll also use the Sennheiser MKH 60
at times. Rush prefers better sound over
convenience when it comes to his booms
so anytime he can have them wired, he
will. Sound quality is just the beginning
of the challenges Sean and his crew deal
with on a daily basis.
The sets of AHS possess very distinct looks provided by production designer Mark Worthington, prop master
Randy Gunter and set designer Kenneth
Larson. Though the intricate details of
their work can be enjoyed by viewers
at home, the sound crew has to be on
their toes in order to side step shadows
from cabinet glass, lay carpet down to
dampen noisy floors and position themselves out of view from the angles of the
cameras. “Most of our sets are dressed
with chandeliers. They look amazing on
camera, but they can be problematic.
You can’t go through them as often as
you like because of their reflective nature, but when we’re able to sneak a
pole between the hardware we’ll do it,”
adds Fuller.

With most first year shows, it can
take a while for each department to get
acclimated with one another. Fuller explains the importance of being on top of
your game day one, “As a boom operator, I don’t want to screw up at all the
first few episodes. If I start dipping the
mic and the director is yelling to get
the boom out of his shot, we could easily look bad as a team. Thankfully, Sean
never talks me down, only up. I love
that.”
AHS shoots on film with two cameras which provide a challenge in itself,
because the wide and tight concept has
hindered sound crews since its introduction. “It’s the standard way of shooting
we’re all used to now, but they’ll throw
in Dutch angles which give you a higher corner and a lower opposite side, so
we just have to make sure our mics are
out of frame,” mentions Fuller. Dennis
came from CSI which was exclusively a
one man boom show. AHS on the other
hand is not. They’re running two booms
usually all day. Chris Wilcox steps in to
fill the holes where Fuller can’t fit. “We’ll
all look at a scene and Dennis will break
it up to where things fall in place by the
way they stage it. I’ll usually pick up
the lines of someone entering or leaving a room and anything else he asks of
me,” explains Wilcox. The crew doesn’t
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Your eyes don’t deceive you, AHS shoots on film - Dylan McDermott looks over his lines while the crew sets a new camera angle

Chris Wilcox working 2nd boom during an exterior scene

always have the advantage of running
sticks. “Most of our actors prefer not to
be mic’d, so when I’m able to let them
know if they could say their line by
standing ten feet in another direction,
they’re happy to do it,” mentions Rush.
“When we can’t do that, we’ll lead them
in on a wire and then pick them up on a
boom for the rest of the scene.”
As the dining room scene evolves
and cameras slide to new opposing
angles, additional sound notes are being passed from Rush’s IFB system to
his team. Marking his script, Rush is
constantly being bombarded with unbeknownst director’s notes to actors from
take to take. “The biggest learning curve
is the performances. They’re rarely the
same twice. You have to read an actor
on this show and look for their wind up
if they’re about to yell,” says Rush.
Working on the Cooper 106 limits
Rush’s inputs to six which made me curious how many mics they’ll prep for
a given scene. He mentioned they can
run up to nine at a time. When they do,
Rush uses this A-B pod splitter that he
switches on the fly to induce multiple
inputs into a single channel of audio.
“I’ll put Constance on A and Ben (Dylan McDermott) on B and color-code
the script yellow (A) and orange (B) to
match the switcher. People look at me
like I’m crazy cause I’ll have up to four
of these boxes going at once, but it’s
second nature to me,” explains Rush.
Locations give them a set of new
challenges. The American Horror house
is located in Los Angeles’s Hancock
Park. The occasional helicopter will
slow production down, but the difficulties lie more in the surrounding production equipment. The generators being
too close or other earthly tones like

nearby traffic needs to be quieted before
the gates can roll again. “I’m thankful
our actors have these great voices when
we do need to go radio mics. It helps a
lot,” says Rush.
Like a lot of other veteran sound
mixers out there, Sean tries not to
slow down production and chooses his
set battles wisely. “Working on a Ryan
Murphy show is great because the entire crew knows he doesn’t like to do
any looping. I’ll sometimes have to shut
down B camera to get the sound we
need, but it’s a sacrifice everyone understands we have to take,” explains Rush.
“Our goal is to record good, clean dialogue from that day’s performance and
we’ll try anything to get it.”
The re-recording of AHS is headed
by Joe Earle and Doug Andham. “I’m
amazed at what these guys can do to the
production tracks,” says Rush. “We try
so hard on set to eliminate things like
actor’s shuffling feet and creaks from

doors. It’s almost ironic, but they’re
able to mix it all right back in to create
this amazing sound story that compliments the picture so well.” Working on
the Euphonix with an integrated ICON
console allows the duo a lot more versatility. “To be able to access Pro Tools
and third party plug-ins on the fly with
such flexibility is great for our workflow,” mentions Earle. While Joe mainly
handles the dialogue/music of AHS and
Doug will oversee the effects, their goal
is to always exceed exec. producer Ryan
Murphy’s expectations. “If we get him
jumping out of his chair during playback, we know we’re on the right track,”
adds Earle. “Because of the warmth of
the tracks Sean sends us, we have a wider dynamic range to help us meet those
expectations.”
After thirty plus years in the industry, Sean couldn’t be happier on AHS.
“I tell my wife every day how nice it is
going into work. This show really keeps
me moving,” explains Rush. “We had
a scene where a few characters were
running around looking for the Violet
character. During the scene, they were
blocked to run all through the hallways
and up and down the stairs screaming
for her. At one point, they would whisper to each other, talk normal then go
straight back to yelling. It was one of
the more difficult pieces I’ve ever mixed.
I was riding on the edge of having too
much gain or not enough on my board –
it’s those kinds of days that make my job
so much more fun and interesting.”
S&P would like to thank Sean and
the entire production crew for letting us
hang out with them for the day. You can
catch episodes of the American Horror
Story on FX Wednesday nights.
S&P

Meet the entire production sound team - Chris Wilcox, Sean Rush & Dennis Fuller
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Raising Hope
Sound mixer, Darin Knight, shares life on set with his
second family during his only downtime - lunch.
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he off-beat comedy of Raising Hope is one of those shows that deserves a lot more attention from TV viewers. Created by Greg Garcia, the slightly less modern family is
already in its second season. The 20th Century Fox show follows Jimmy Chance (Lucas Neff), a single father of a delightful baby girl named Hope. With the help of his
parents, Burt (Garret Dilahunt), Virginia (Martha Plimpton) and Maw Maw (Cloris
Leachmen) they attempt to raise her as best they can. Though this peculiar, lower middle
class family may be without much education, and their parenting methods may seem crazy,
their surprisingly bright and clever personalities are always aimed to show love and affection.
Production sound mixer, Darin Knight, was kind enough to sit down and share the enjoyable
madness that this family brings to his mix.

Knight is one of those old school
guys who has a unique perspective
when it comes to production sound. It
may have stemmed from being a third
generation sound mixer or the fact he
is the youngest to ever win an Academy
Award for Best Sound (The Deer Hunter).
Nonetheless, Knight is as humble and
intelligent as they come. Growing up,
Darin found himself around audio gear
at the early age of sixteen. He worked
at dubbing studio where they matched
sound and picture together for shows.
When he wasn’t at the dubbing studio,
he worked at his grandfather’s rental
house which opened up around the same
time the Nagra III came out. It was one
of the first union shops in Hollywood.
“I learned a lot about equipment back
then, we even owned the first Vega wireless system,” adds Knight. By the time
he was eighteen, Darin was doing a lot
of the shop duties for very little money. “It was nice to a have family owned
business, but they really knew how to
skimp on the pay check. I realized I had
to get out of there,” explains Knight.
Darin managed to work a few times
with his sound mixing father, but he
knew he wanted to mix and working for
his dad wouldn’t have presented that opportunity anytime soon. The union prior
to 1973 had a seniority system that was
devised into three groups. “It was a way
to kinda protect the older guys,” mentions Knight. “You were not able to work
on a show (besides commercials) until
everyone above you had a job.” So Darin
left LA to travel, mixing documentaries
in Chicago for several years with a then
twenty-three-year-old Michael Mann.
“We did a few docs together. One about
Hugh Heffner another about the Dodgers. It was good times back then,” says
Knight. Working at the rental house and

Utility Mike Mesirow, boom Steve Cain, & mixer Darin Knight... Hopes’ production sound department

dubbing studio gave Darin the confidence to bypass booming and mix right
away. He landed his first feature film
when he was only twenty-two, the aforementioned The Deer Hunter (1978). From
there, things took off for Knight and he’s
managed to jump back and forth mixing
film, TV, and made for TV movies since
the mid-70’s – Scarface, Father of the
Bride and The Rockford Files to name just
a few of his long list of credits.
“About ten years ago, I realized
I didn’t want to travel that much anymore. You tend to miss your family and
sleeping in your own bed which made
television a lot more appealing,” mentions Knight. Darin knew Greg Garcia
from his days on the TV show My Name
is Earl. He mixed the run of the Jason
Lee starred show so it was a natural fit
when Garcia’s Raising Hope was picked
up.

Headquartered out of Chatsworth,
Calif. at the former 24 production stage,
the single-camera comedy crew finds
themselves shooting thirteen hour days
regularly. Knight entrusts long time
friend and boom operator Steve Cain
who’s paired with utility Mike Mesirow.
“I’ve known Cain since his cable days on
Absolute Power back in ’97. All three of
us have been working together for about
ten years now. It’s nice to have guys you
can trust on set,” adds Knight.
Raising Hope is a hybrid show
where they’ll have both location and
stage work. “We’ll usually start 7 AM
on Monday doing exteriors the first
couple days and eventually end up on
stage by week’s end,” Knight mentions.
Typically, Darin will find himself walking in a half an hour pre-call time or so
to pull out the equipment and format a
few DVD’s for his Fostex DV824 8-Track
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Camera op, Chad Persons, on his steadicam capturing Virginia (Martha Plimpton) giving a little hell
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recorder. “I prefer handling the formatting myself, this way I’m the only
one held responsible if anything goes
wrong,” explains Knight. A Cooper 208D
is the center piece of his cart with an additional Fostex DV824 used for backup
recordings. “It’s important to me to have
gear that’s dependable and durable. My
equipment takes a lot of pounding from
the daily moving,” adds Knight. Darin
mixes left to right on his Cooper starting with the booms first and the ISOs
following. A second track of -8db is also
mastered for any overloading problems.
Cain, the primary boom op, works a
wired 16’ K-Tek pole that’s attached
to a Sennheiser MKH 416 microphone
for interiors. A MKH 816 shotgun is
pulled during rougher exterior locations. Though Raising Hope is mainly a
one boom op show, Mesirow will jump
in to fill overlapping gaps or various
pick-ups needed at a moment’s notice.
Darin prefers it if scene rehearsals are
watched by the entire sound crew so everyone knows what’s going on. “Three
heads are especially better than one,”
Knight says jokingly. “It also helps me
to ingest the geography of a scene before my mix.” The trio tries to shoot the
show with very little use of radio mics
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Steve Cain preparing for the next scene in the Chance’s kitchen set

unless it’s an absolute must. For one,
Knight prefers the wired sound over
the latter and the actors like it when
they don’t have to be mic’d. If wires are
necessary, a Venue system is used with
Lectrosonics UCR411a’s receivers and
UM400a transmitters paired with Sanken COS-11D lavs.
The crew is already on episode eleven of twenty-two and has been working
vigorously to record clean dialogue
since season one. They’ll cover between
six and nine pages a day, unless it’s a
stunt or special effects day, which may
only be three. Like other shows, sound
will lay carpet down to dampen foot traffic, jump in a bag to do insert car scenes,
manage overlapping dialogue from actors or work with other departments on
set to ease surrounding set noises. Since
the show is in its second season, Knight
was able to get a few things from his
“sound wish list” approved to aid his
mix. “The producers have been very
helpful as the show’s budget grows. We
were able to further sound proof the studio doors and remove the noisy, waxed
floor of the grocery store set.”
One of the bigger challenges is the
exteriors of the family’s house, which is
located next to a grammar school. “We
often find ourselves waiting for the kids
to finish playing before we roll. Other
times, we’ll press right through so we

have to be on our toes,” says Knight. If
you’ve never watched an episode of the
show, during a scene, the writer’s will
sometimes introduce a cut-away joke or
quick-pop that requires a scene change
before coming back. Although fantastically funny, this scene within a scene
can sometimes set the crew back a day.
“They’ll only be 3/8th of a page, but with
all the set up and coverage, we’ll find
ourselves picking up a scene a few episodes back before we start the day’s current work,” adds Knight.
Shot mainly with two Sony F35
cameras, DP Walt Fraser (West Wing,
Desperate Housewives) has the tricky task
of keeping the show’s production moving. “In TV-land, finishing what’s on the
call sheet is extremely important,” explains Fraser. To alleviate a busy schedule, Fraser, along with his grip and
lighting departments, work in a different manner than most shows. They light
a scene only once. “We take our time
setting the look up for the master and
that’s it. When the camera goes in for
close-up coverage, we won’t change the
positioning of the lights to compensate
for the new camera angle,” says Fraser.
“Our actors love it too, because they
don’t have to wait for us to reset.”
Since post sound (Craig Hunter,
Peter Kelsey, Mark Hensley & Frank
Morrone) is being handled by some of

the same crew who did Earl, Darin is
familiar with what he can and cannot
get away with. “Going into the dubbing
room is very beneficial to any sound
mixer. To see what those guys can do
is incredible,” mentions Knight. “Knowing what kind of imperfections they can
take out lets me sleep a little better at
night.”
I really enjoyed Darin’s old school
mentality while talking with him. It
wasn’t until a recent request from post
that he switched over to the Fostex at
the start of Raising Hope. Darin was still
using a two-track Nagra to record Earl.
“To me, it’s all about microphone placement. If you don’t have good placement,
it doesn’t matter what you’re recording
to,” explains Knight. He also misses the
days of location scouting. “You don’t get
invited to scouts like movies. It would
be nice to go and note production problems before we start shooting, but with
TV, there’s hardly any time,” Knight
mentions.
When it comes to running a show,
Darin couldn’t be more happy working
for Garcia, “He’s such a unique individual. He lets everyone do their jobs
and keeps high morale on set. The way
the world is, it’s great to have a job, but
to be working on something good with
good people is something to look forward to every day.” -Daron James
S&P
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of pro-quality audio recording to
SD/SDHC media. With two types of
built-in stereo mics, XLR/TRS combo
inputs, and USB audio interface
functionality, the compact R-26 is
perfect for videographers who want
to elevate their sound quality to the
level of their HD video.

NEW

Also available from Roland:

R-4Pro

4-channel Portable
Recorder with Timecode

R-44

4-channel Compact
Portable Field Recorder

R-26 Sound and Picture 2011 7.5” x 4.75”
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Out for ‘Blood’
Matt Sanchez tracks indie
in Austrian Alps

S

cheduled to be released in 2012, Autumn Blood was scribed by the creative minds
of Markus Blunder and Stephen Barton. Markus is also serving as the film’s director. The story follows the excruciating life of a pair of orphaned siblings, one played
by the lovely Sophie Lowe from Beautiful Kate and the other played by Maximillian
Harnisch. Peter Stormare of Fargo fame was also tapped to for the nefarious town
mayor. Lens’d by DP Reed Morano in the Austrian Alps, Matt Sanchez teamed up with
a small crew to capture Bloods’ audio tracks. He recently sat down with us to share his
overseas experience:
With a title like Autumn Blood, my
guess is it’s not rated G?
(laughs) No not particularly. Maybe
the end credits… But being on this film
has truly been a breathtaking experience with cinematographer Reed Morano behind the camera. I wouldn’t
say it’s a family movie, but then again,
that depends on the family. Blood has a
somewhat controversial plot with a few
disturbing scenes, but it will entertain
to say the very least. It’s set in modern
times in an unknown, remote location
which gives it a life of its own.
How did you land the Blood job?
Back in early 2010, Reed and I worked
on a film called Little Birds starring Kate
Bosworth. We haven’t worked with each
other since, but when she asked me if I
was interested in coming out to Tirol,
I jumped at the opportunity. Reed then
put me in touch with producer Matt
Tauber who signed me on to the film.

Who was on your crew with you?
Omar Barraza was my boom operator
and was such an invaluable asset to our
department and to the crew in general.
We’ve worked on many features together and he’s one of the best boom ops
I’ve ever met. He has the ability to mix
as well so he really knows what I need.
Having that little bit of mixing knowl-
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Boom Op Omar Barraza with Matt Sanchez
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Where did you guys shoot the film?
Blood was entirely shot in Austria. We
were originally slated to be in Tirol for
5 weeks, but they added almost another
week to the schedule. Markus really
wanted to make a carefully crafted film
and took the extra time to do so. We
ended up shooting all over the region of
Tirol. From Oetz, to Imst, to Boden, and
Ehrwald, to name a few.

edge is such a great asset when it comes
to unique situations and catching problems before they arise.
About half of the crew was American, with the rest being Austrian or German. Reed is based out of NYC and flew
some of her crew out to hold up the grip
and electrical departments, who were
amazing to work with.
Matt Walker was our outstanding gaffer and Brandon Taylor was our
amazing key grip. They served as our
source of crew morale as well. I’ve been
fortunate enough to know most of the
Americans from previous projects, especially the camera department, which
was also composed of the highest caliber of individuals. Kevin Akers and Joe
Segura were our awesome 1st ACs, backing up our extraordinary steadicam operators Thomas Maier and Erwin Lanzenberger.
Blood is shooting on film correct?
Yeah. We were filming on both 35mm
and 65mm and were able to capture
some stellar imagery for the film.
Do you approach your mix differently with film?
Not really. Every take I did a mono mix
with ISOs recorded from each mic. We
didn’t have a proper VTR setup or playback operator, so the sound comes to
the bag and goes nowhere else. Kind of
scary when you think about it…
What kind of gear did you bring on
this trip?
To be perfectly honest, Autumn Blood
had minimal dialogue. And I mean minimal. Because of this, and the low budget
nature of production, I cut back on shipping costs and broke down my package
significantly. I worked exclusively out of
a PortaBrace bag with a Sound Devices
744T as my anchor and a Sound Devices
442 mixer. For wires, I used four Lectrosonics 211s, two UM250Cs and two
UM200Cs paired with Sanken COS-11
lavs and an extra Countryman B6. Production rented Block 25 Lectrosonics
IFBs which were a breath of fresh air
when compared to the Comteks.
We used Sennheiser MKH 816T
and MKH 816T-F for the outdoor shots,
which I think gave us a phenomenal
sound. For interiors, I love the Schoeps
CMC6-U with MK41 capsule and CUT1
filter. Also in my kit was a Sennheiser
MKH 416, Sanken CUB-01 for plants
and handhelds, a bunch of cables and a
slew of batteries. A Denecke smartslate
was used for marking and Omar used a
16’ K-Tek boom pole for his set work.

The crew readies a scene with Peter Stormare

How did the weather elements affect
your mix?
The climate out there was beyond brutal.
We were usually shooting at or above
2000m which made the daily temperature average around 2-6 degrees Celsius. Many mornings and nights ended
up dropping below freezing. (laughing)
There’s just a certain point when you
just can’t add any more layers of clothes
or breathe any harder. Still, things went
very smoothly and we managed to survive every day with minimal griping.
What were some of your other challenges on the show?
A lot of the film was shot via handheld
or steadicam which were mostly tracking shots. Because of this, we picked
up a lot of crew footsteps and the usual
noise that goes along with it. All the dialogue was so pristine, we tried to make
the ambiance and effects just as good.
We were able to capture a wide range of
natural sounds and the wild room tone
was interesting as well: you really got
to hear the world around you; no planes,
no cars, no civilization, no anything.
With that being said, a lot of the rivers
out there sounded remarkably similar to
California’s 405 highway.
How was it working with Peter
Stormare?
I’ve actually worked with Peter before
back in July of this year when I mixed the
feature film Jewtopia. He was a pleasure
to work with then, and yet again on Autumn Blood. He kept the energy as high
as ever and is one of the finest actors
I’ve ever worked with. His performances
were amazing to say the least and his
demeanor with all the departments, in-

cluding sound, was exceptional.
Tell us a little bit about your workflow on set.
Matching sound to picture is important
for me. I like to know exactly what’s being covered and what will be covered.
We would watch the blocking and rehearsals and Markus would let us know
of any specific changes to the script as
they came along. Omar on boom was
another major plus. I trust his skills,
which never let me down. This allows
me to focus solely on the mix. Omar and
I generally worked close with Markus,
Reed and camera department so it felt
more of a team effort than anything.
Having a director that is so personable
and incredibly energetic was awesome,
because the shoot never felt like a job.
It really became a synergistic effort between us all.
How was it working with a smaller
crew?
The Austrians and Germans in the crew
were outstanding to work with, so what
we lacked in quantity they certainly
made up for in quality. Some were interns that became promoted throughout
filming while others started as department heads; it couldn’t have been any
more of a mosh-pit of nationalities and
personalities.
Because of the less than grand size
crew, there’s a little more responsibility
on our shoulders to manage ourselves
and figure out some logistics at times,
but that’s half the fun. The harsh conditions also managed to bring us together,
despite how brutal they were. It’s safe
to say this one will be remembered forever. -Daron James
S&P
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Introducing the KH 120

Trusted in the audio industry for over 80 years...
Neumann now introduces the first product in a line of studio monitors, the KH 120. A representation of the latest
in acoustic and electronic simulation and measurement technologies, the KH 120 ensures the most accurate
sound reproduction possible. It has a Mathematically Modeled Dispersion waveguide (MMDTM), flexible
acoustical controls, analog class-AB amplifiers, a large headroom analog input and an extensive mounting
hardware range. All of this provides the user with the maximum versatility over a wide variety of acoustic
conditions, source equipment, and physical locations.

www.KH120.Neumann.com
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Ron with his rig at Red Giant Studios

The Adventures of Tintin

Ron Judkins explores the world of motion capture

F

or the first time in his career, director Steven Spielberg steps into
the world of a 3D animated motion
picture with The Adventures of Tintin.
Produced alongside Peter Jackson and
Kathleen Kennedy, the story follows the
unquenchably curious young reporter
Tintin (Jamie Bell) and his fiercely loyal
dog Snowy as they discover a model
ship carrying an explosive secret.
Drawn into a centuries-old mystery,
Tintin finds himself in the sightlines
of Ivan Ivanovitch Sakharine (Daniel
Craig), a diabolical villain who believes
Tintin has stolen a priceless treasure
tied to a dastardly pirate named Red
Rackham. With the help of his dog
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Snowy, the salty, cantankerous Captain
Haddock (Andy Serkis) and the bumbling detectives Thompson & Thomson
(Simon Pegg and Nick Frost), Tintin will
travel half the world, outwitting and
outrunning his enemies in a breathless
chase to find the final resting place of
The Unicorn, a shipwreck that may hold
the key to vast fortune and an ancient
curse.
For producers, it was important to
stay true to the original series of graphic novels created by Georges Remi. The
result, Spielberg says is “part-mystery,
part-detective story, as well as a pure
unapologetic adventure, all built around
a tremendous story of friendship, loyal-

ty and belief between Captain Haddock
and Tintin.”
It took two years of research, development, pre-production and casting, but
when the time came for the filmmakers
and over 200 crew to converge at the
soundstages of Playa Vista, CA-based Giant Studios to capture the story, the wait
seemed to pay off. Working alongside
the other crew was production sound
mixer, Ron Judkins, CAS, who was kind
enough to record an interview about his
motion capture experience.
If you’re unfamiliar with 3D motion capture, it doesn’t happen on a
traditional soundstage or set. The motion capture process unfolds on what’s
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Captain Haddock (Andy Serkis), Snowy, and Tintin (Jamie Bell)

called “the volume” – an open sound
stage which features a couple hundred
mounted cameras in a grid on the ceiling and along the walls. These cameras
are able to capture 360-degrees of data
coverage which is then rendered by
computers into a three-dimensional
space. Reflective dots called “targets” are
placed on the actors and are then picked
up by the cameras. Computers interpret
the movement and spatial relationships
of the targets into a virtual 3D moving
environment. From those movements, a
team of visual effects artists, in the case
of Tintin, Weta Digital, can come in and
build environments , adjust camera perspectives and create character expressions at will.
Just as it was Spielberg’s first time
creating in 3D animation, this was also
Ron’s initiation with a feature that was
fully recorded by motion capture. Moving to Los Angeles in 1979, the Arkansas-born Texas-raised Judkins is probably one of the few people I’m jealous of,
particularly because of his sound work
on Saving Private Ryan.
Studying at Southern Methodist
University in Dallas, Ron originally began working towards a degree in still
photography, but ended up taking a bit
of a detour. Before he could specialize in
photography, SMU made it mandatory

for undergraduates to take general media courses. This is when Judkins saw
how much fun the film students seemed
to be having and took an interest in
filmmaking. Because he was on scholarship, part of his merits required Ron to
work – so he took a job in the school’s
equipment department, maintaining
and distributing the film gear to fellow
students.
That job allowed Ron to familiarize himself with the Nagras, cameras,
and other equipment, and at the same
time, he began to work on student films.
“Sound was really interesting. I remember in grade school recording myself
practicing Spanish on a tape recorder,”
mentions Judkins. “It felt like you could
capture the essence – the reality of what
was going on right in that moment. It
was like “sound verite.” This attracted
me to sound in the beginning.”
Following college, Ron ended up
working as a film editor. “I cut a lowbudget feature and a documentary feature before I was hired for a sound position I had applied for at a local PBS
station in Dallas,” notes Judkins. After
working for about a year in Dallas, Ron
packed up and left for Hollywood.
Landing in LA, he looked to Tommy
Causey as a peer and mentor in the beginning of his mixing career. “I didn’t

know anyone when I moved out,” reveals
Judkins. “Tommy helped me find my first
few jobs and was one of the first people
I could pester with questions about production sound technique. He had such a
world of experience to me.” Ron didn’t
start out booming or working as a cable
man like many sound mixers, but the
two-man crews he worked on allowed
him to troubleshoot and learn things as
he went along. “I learned through the
process of making mistakes. You just
hoped the projects you were working on
would tolerate the mistakes… and everyone would make them,” cites Judkins.
“I looked for boom operators that were
the best that I could find to make up for
my own lack of experience. I tried to
get them paid well, and on non-union
shows working with Bob Jackson, we
would add both of our salaries together
and split the total 50-50.”
It wasn’t until twelve years later
while working on the set of Dad, an Amblin-produced project, that Judkins met
Spielberg. “I remember everyone was
excited Steven was coming to set. At one
point, he came over to me and said, ‘Hey,
I’m going to be making a movie called
Hook and want you to do the sound’ of course I said yes,” recalls Judkins.
“Hook, to this day, was for sure one of
the hardest films I’ve done.” From 1991
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Director Steven Spielberg behind the scenes with Ron and other crew members working with the motion capture equipment
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al production. I was given three weeks
of pre-production time and needed every bit of it,” notes Judkins. Though Ron
used a Zaxcom Deva IV recorder and a
trusted Sonosax mix panel, he needed
to split his audio feed to many different locations while shooting. “We had
to send the sound directly into the Avid,
to the motion capture computers, and
also to each of many HD reference video
cameras around the stage,” he explains.
Even though audio feeds were sent to

one boom to another, recording each actor in a fairly close perspective. “Recording sound in terms of its relation to the
camera’s perspective doesn’t really exist
with motion capture—because while
the computers are ‘capturing’ the visual
data, there really is no perspective. The
data received by the computers allows
the VFX department to recreate a closeup or a wide shot at any time,” says
Judkins. “This is unusual for the sound
department because it’s one of the rare

“Capturing sound in terms of its relation to the camera’s
perspective doesn’t really exist with motion capture.”
all the various other departments in real
time, Ron’s recorded 48K, 24-bit Deva IV
tracks were used for the film’s final mix.
The crew recorded the movie’s dialogue and action with three JL Fisher
Booms and Sennheiser MKH 50 and
MKH 60 microphones. Radio mics were
rarely used during filming. Ron and his
team worked as if they were close-micing a theatrical play – moving along the
stage floor, passing the action off from

opportunities you’ll be able to put the
microphones exactly where you want
them. You can cross right into the space
where you would be normally blocking
the cameras. You can be ‘in the shot’ at
all times.”
While working on his current film,
Lincoln, Ron recalls a comment Spielberg made about Tintin’s sound. “One of
the first days on set, Steven came up to
me and said the Tintin sound was amaz-
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on, Ron has worked on fourteen various
projects with Spielberg including Schindler’s List, Jurassic Park, Amistad, Saving
Private Ryan, A.I. Artificial Intelligence,
Minority Report, War of the Worlds, and
their latest project - Lincoln.
The Adventures of Tintin’s 1,240
shots took a little over eight weeks to
film. Five of them were captured at Playa
Vista and another three or so weeks at
Weta Digital in New Zealand. Ron’s production sound team included boom operators Bob Jackson and Peggy Names,
and sound utility T.R. Boyce. Ron, Bob,
and Peggy have been working together
for a “good long time.” “It was great to
have them on Tintin,” praises Judkins.
“As they both had worked on previous
motion capture projects.” A third boom
operator, Matthew McFadden, was
brought in to assist with some of the
more intricate scenes of the movie.
During prep for the film, Ron sought
advice from veteran sound mixer, William Kaplan (Avatar). “Bill had recorded
several motion capture films and he was
quite open about how he had prepped
and executed those projects. “Motion
capture is very different from tradition-

ingly rich. I told him it was because it
was one of the only times when we can
do exactly what we want to do.”
“As a production sound mixer, you
like to have coverage. You want the camera to photograph at least a few different angles so you have more opportunities to get sound. Often the post sound
editors can substitute sound from one
take to use for another. But the motion
capture process allows the company to
shoot up to ten-minute takes without
re-arranging ‘cameras’ at all. There is
no camera per se. All the “coverage” is
done at the same time. With this style
of production, the sound crew has to be
on top of their game. They might get
three or four passes and that’s it,” says
Judkins.
A great thing about the Tintin experience, Ron noted, was the fact that
the editorial department was right there
in the room from day one. “It was almost like getting paid to go back to film
school. I would hang out for an hour or
so after the day’s work and be able to
see what they were doing. It was quite
refreshing as a sound mixer. You usually send off your tracks and never know
what worked, what didn’t or what the
problems were.” On the flip side, the
team had to deal with a few small issues—mostly in terms of sync. “You’re
working with a huge digital chain of
machines. The Avid, the Weta people,
all of them needed to reference one another. After some slight adjustments
to the time codes and some trial and
error—under the guidance of Glen Derry—we were all able to make it happen,”
mentions Judkins. Thankfully, the entire
crew was able to “capture” together for
a couple days in order to work out these
issues before the actors were scheduled
to arrive.
Ron’s experience allows him to mix
from his ears—looking at meter levels
only when he needs to. “You can hear if
it’s too hot or too low. Once you have a
basic level you like, you try not to change
anything –especially headphone levels-while the work is being recorded,” notes
Judkins. “With digital recordings, I tend
to want more head room. I will set everything up around 10db lower which
allows me a little more margin for actor
‘spontaneity.’ Of course, every production mixer’s practice is a bit different.”
Listening to Ron, it was clear he
doesn’t take working with Spielberg for
granted. He never assumes he is going
to be there for the next film and does
the best he can do on the project he is
currently on. Looking back, he is most

Rackham and Sir Francis Haddock’s ships doing battle over the open seas

On the left: Sakharine (Daniel Craig)

proud of Schindler’s List. “Traveling to
Krakow, working with a crew that was
1/3 Croatian, 1/3 English and 1/3 Polish,
learning different working styles and
establishing communications between
all the players while creating such an
amazing film was an unforgettable experience. I feel that a hundred years
from now that film will be remembered
as part of film history… and it was a privilege to be a part of it.”
Working as a production sound
mixer has allowed Ron to return to some
of his roots and to direct projects of his
own-- like the documentary feature 24
Peaces, which is still in production, and
the comedic drama Neighbors which is

in post-production. “In the beginning of
my career I always felt like I was on the
outside looking in—working on small
films while looking over at the ‘big
guys’ who were making mainstream
features. Then slowly, I started working on larger and larger projects—and
of course the years go by—and then all
of sudden I realize I’m in the industry.
When did that happen? I’ve never had
an overwhelming desire to be a huge
sound mixer or to win Academy Awards
(Jurassic Park, Saving Private Ryan), I just
wanted to work on interesting projects.
But when these things happen it’s a nice
surprise!” -Daron James
S&P
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War Horse
Stuart Wilson mixes epic adventure

D

irected by Steven Spielberg, War Horse is a story of
devotion, hope and tenacity set in the landscapes of
rural England and Europe during the First World War.
Based on a popular 1982 novel by Michael Morpurgo, the tale tells the odyssey-like story of a remarkable friendship between a thoroughbred horse named
Joey and a young man called Albert (Jeremy Irvine).

At auction, his father, Ted Narracott
(Peter Mullan) finds himself in a bidding war with land owner, Lyons (David
Thewlis) who they rent from. Though
his friend’s advise Ted not to buy this
horse since it’s not built for farm work,
his pride consumes him – winning a
horse he cannot afford. Upon returning
home, Albert quickly becomes infatuated with the skittish horse and is determined to prove his worth. While he
begins to tame and train Joey, we learn
that he is no ordinary horse – but something special.
But out of the ordinary doesn’t pay
the rent, which is now due. The Narracotts need their field plowed, and Joey
is simply unfit for the task. With Lyons
waiting to pounce on both property
and horse, Albert manages to inspire
Joey enough to plow the field. Sadly, a

rainstorm winds up wiping out much
of their crop let alone their efforts. Ted
is now forced to sell Joey to the British
cavalry just to pay their bills. Though
Albert is heartbroken, he swears they
will meet again.
The extraordinary journey of joy
and sorrow follows Joey as he moves
through the war, changing and inspiring the lives of those he touches before reaching the film’s emotional climax. The production sound mixer who
marched along to capture War Horse’s
adventurous spirits and passionate
friendship was Stuart Wilson, AMPS.
The Glasgow native (Scotland) always had an interest in sound. “When
I was a child, I remember I used to listen to music and draw pictures of what I
was hearing,” says Wilson. At seven, his
father bought him his first cassette re-

corder and he used it to record his own
birthday party (making it his first nonunion, unpaid gig).
At aged 13 he snuck out of school
to watch Apocalypse Now as soon as it
hit the theatres; “The way Coppola integrated sound and image was breathtaking – I was literally dumbstruck for
two hours after the film. I’d never seen
a film where all the elements combined
so perfectly. That inspiration blew my
mind.”
Growing up, Stuart had no connection with anyone who worked in sound
or media so he knocked on the doors of
production companies to see if he could
find a way in. “I said I’d carry the boxes
and make the tea.” There were strings
of unpaid student films and then videos
for cable TV. Much of the work was with
friends, “learning as we went along, bun-
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gling in the dark. Great creativity. Mad
ideas. It was a time when you could do
anything really. No money no restriction. Working till you slept and starting
again when you woke… and some things
just don’t change,” he jokes.
At the age of 19, Stuart received a
traineeship and a subsistence bursary
for a year from the Scottish Film Office and was attached to various productions. Then came documentaries
and more TV work. “But at the time it
seemed as if people were more interested in where they would have lunch
than in what they were shooting, so in
truth, I felt frustrated. I applied to the
National Film School near London and
really this was the beginning of a new
era for me,” confesses Wilson. His first
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year he was working on seven films at
once, recording and editing the sound.
“I slept underneath the editing bench
in those days,” mentions Wilson. “We
worked on 16 and 35mm film so the
tables were high enough to have a mattress underneath.”
When film school ended, he was recording and booming as well as working
as a sound editor. “I loved booming, the
physicality and immediacy of it, but I
seemed to get pushed into mixing most
of the time. Sometimes I wish I’d had
more time assisting other mixers to see
how they worked. Once you’re doing it
yourself, you never have that opportunity and it’s a great training to see how
other people solve problems.”
Since ‘92, Stuart has worked on
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Stuart finds a raft on the battlefield

a vast array of films such as: Michael
Winterbottoms’ 24 Hour Party People,
Fernando Mierelles’ The Constant Gardener, Bertolucci’s The Dreamers, Sofia
Coppola’s Marie Antoinette, Cronenberg’s Eastern Promises, Wes Anderson’s
The Fantastic Mr. Fox and most recently
the last four Harry Potter films with David Yates.
“I’ve been fortunate enough to work
with directors who hate looping, have a
strong vision of the film and just go after it. In sound we respond by looking
for ways to allow them to do more, to be
more free without restricting the filmmaking.”
“Working with a tiny crew or with
hundreds in the studios of Harry Potter,
each project informs the other. You take
a little bit of everything with you. Nothing is ever wasted. But if I hadn’t experienced the challenge of films like In This
World for Michael Winterbottom, with a
crew of five, on the road in the heat and
dust of the Middle East, a film like War
Horse might have seemed impossible to
sustain.”
Stuart calls London his home now
and landed the War Horse gig when UK
producer Tracey Seaward asked him if
he would like to meet Spielberg about
the job. “I had to pick my chin up from
the floor… of course I would,” chuckles
Wilson. He ended up meeting Spielberg
with producer Kathleen Kennedy, where
they had a lengthy discussion about
filmmaking and sound. “From Steven’s
relationship with Kubrick and their discussions about wireless mics, to how
he saw War Horse and the influence of
John Ford. We covered a lot of ground
in a short time. This is typically Steven.
He gets more in a minute than most get
in an hour. Steven is totally clear about
what he’s looking for from sound – he
wants to hear the dialogue first then the
effects.”
“He’s incredible, always pushing
forwards to get as many shots as possible each day, but amid all the ambitious
visuals, he is acutely aware of sound. If I
brought up something which would ultimately make the sound better, he was
always open for that discussion.”
War Horse started shooting in June
2010 and was on a very tight schedule
of eleven weeks – some days fourteen
hours long in the dark, covered head to
toe in dirt, freezing under the rain.
“When Spielberg arrives on the set,
he already has the image of his movie
in his mind’s eye and ear. Anything that
falls short of that gets thrashed out until
it is right. He is so exacting and works

Boom operators and crew preparing for war in the rain

at such a speed that the process is extremely challenging.”
Stuart called on long time friend
and boom operator, Orin Beaton, to be
his right hand man. He also brought in
Mitch Low, who worked with them on
the Harry Potter series to be his second
boom operator/utility for the show. “We
would regularly shoot more than 40 setups a day, and every shot in a Spielberg
movie could belong in the trailer or on
the poster. So there is no time to solve
problems during shooting; you have to
try to anticipate any problems and solve
them before they occur,” Wilson stresses. From the very first of their forty-five
day shoot, Stuart and his team were constantly moving for this location heavy
show. Filmed mostly in the southwest
corner of Devon, England, the book’s
writer, Michael Morpurgo, was on set as
it was significant for Spielberg to stay
faithful to the story. The landscapes in
the film tell an important story. Along
with Janusz Kaminski’s striking cinematography, Spielberg shot in 2.35 to 1 on
35mm film which spanned from jaggedly romantic farmlands to the shadowy skies and battle-scarred earth of the

Orin Beaton (boom op), Oliver Roberts (art director), Nicoletta Mani (script assistant)
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Overlooking the war torn trenches

war’s No Man’s Land, a place Stuart and
his crew became all too familiar with.
“We did three days on a sound stage, but
besides that, we were basically in the
trenches, in the mud, in the rain – it was
messy,” details Wilson.
The opening scene in which Ted
bids to win Joey takes place in Castle
Comb, a preserved medieval village in
Wiltshire. Stuart and his crew faced
many challenges, but one that stood out
on all four legs was Joey. Fourteen different horses played in his progression
from colt to adult, and the thought of
micing these cast members tested Wilson and his team.
Working with Horsemasters Bobby
Lovgren and Dan Naprous and equine
makeup supervisor, Victoria Jamison,
sound was able to find solutions that
worked. “We managed to mic several of
the horses which gave us some of the
audio I was most pleased with. I consulted the hair-dressers and researched
into ways of fitting mics in wigs, then
ordered postiche springs and accessories to weave the wires into the mane. I
wanted to see if one microphone could
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give a general sound giving both breath
and hooves as well as voices of the riders in the heart of the regiment. The
optimal placement was half-way up the
horse’s neck; too high on the head or
too close to the saddle gave too many
squeaks and chinks that give away the
proximity of the mic,” explains Wilson.
Some of the most intensive horse
work came from a cavalry charge scene
against German forces. “We had around
one hundred mounted cavalry during
the charge. The camera was mounted
on a crane arm on a tracking vehicle.
I’d tried microphones on the vehicle
and on the end of the camera’s arm, but
there was no way of losing that engine
noise,” says Wilson. “The mics on the
horses, however, in the middle of the
troop picked up a fantastically rounded
sense of the cavalry; thundering hooves,
snorting nostrils, the clink of the scabbards against the stirrups (we had to nobble some of these so it didn’t become
too much) and the yells of the riders. I
used both analogue and digital wireless
for the horse mics and both had their
merits.”

Stuart was running up to eleven
lav mics and two booms during some of
the adventurous scenes Spielberg was
splicing together. “It was pretty intense
at times. I would fill up my Sonosax
mixer and have to add my spare Cooper
Cs108 mixing desk for more faders. I felt
like an 80’s rocker with too many keyboards.”
From his mixing desks, Stuart recorded his 24bit 48.048kHz broadcast
wave files into an Aaton Cantar X. “When
I started out, everyone was working on
analogue Nagras and the Cantar designers looked closely at what made those
pre-amps and limiters so enduring for
film work. The recorder’s ergonomic and
virtually weatherproof design makes it
great for scenes that require working off
the cart.” For radio mics, Audio Limited
transmitter and receivers were paired
with DPA 4071 and 4061 lavaliers. At
times, if a DPA couldn’t be hidden, a
Sanken COS-11 was used instead. On set,
Orin and Mitch boomed mainly with the
Schoeps CMIT 5 U shotgun. “We did find
that the Sennheiser MKH 50 worked really well during times of simultaneous
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dialogue and gunfire,” notes Wilson.
To bring an authentic military
world to screen, costume designer Joanna Johnston and her team made 85%
of the film’s clothing by hand. “I like to
have lav mics on everyone as a matter
of course so we tried to get in very early
to see what type of fabrics the costumiers were going to use for the uniforms.
Finding placements where it didn’t rustle the lav proved difficult,” mentions
Wilson. Stuart points out that good relationships between departments are
fundamental to the success of the shoot.
“It’s essential to have a structure of mutual respect. It’s important for me that
the costumes retain their original beauty and function and the costume department equally know that we have to give
sound to that image. It is always possible to find a way to make things sound
good as well as look good, so we work
together, that builds trust and helps
both of us.”
It wasn’t just the horses or wardrobe that required working solutions for
sound. One of the actors, Benedict Cumberbatch, who played the role of Major
Stewart, managed to distort every microphone and transmitter setup the guys
put on him, both analogue and digital.
“I had to buy a special low gain mic for
him. He leads the cavalry charge and begins the shot with a rousing call to arms
to his men followed by a quietly muttered aside to one of his fellow officers
before yelling out “CHAAARRRGE!!!” as
they ride into battle. We couldn’t get a
boom close enough and his range was
beyond any one mic or transmitter but
we finally cracked it with the low-gain
DPA4062 and two wireless transmitters
to cope with the respective levels,” addresses Wilson.
Tech-scouts were key to sound’s
success as well. “The scouting period is
a luxury of time to actually discuss the
script with the other heads of department in the places it will be shot. The
creative seeds are sown for how each
scene might be interpreted and filmed.
One forms relationships with all the
personalities involved and that rapport
is key once the camera starts rolling.
Here began a very useful collaboration
with Production Designer Rick Carter.
At the stage when the design is still
conceptual we could adapt the sets and
dressing to be good acoustically as well
as visually. Rick was great to work with,
sensitive to the acoustics of a place as
well as its texture, color and mood.”
Since War Horse is a period film,
it confronted them with 21st Century

Major Stewart (Benedict Cumberbatch) Lieutenant Waverly (Patrick Kennedy) & Captain Nichols (Tom Hiddleston)

Director Steven Spielberg sets up his next shot

Nothing but a boom pole left in this war torn set
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Stuart doing a Don Quixote titlie at the windmills

On the set of War Horse
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noises that needed to be minimized.
“We wanted the film’s opening in an
idyllic rural England to be ageless, with
just the sounds of pre-industrial farmland as our two heroes: the boy and his
horse, grow up together. The arrival of
the war is announced by a rider on a motorcycle and in early conversations with
sound designer, Gary Rydstrom, he saw
this as the start of a theme where this
innocent, pastoral existence is shattered
by mechanization and the machines of
war,” says Wilson. The show was lucky
enough to have genuine WWI vehicles
shipped in courtesy of Peter Jackson’s
personal collection. The sound team was
able to record great tracks of these old
engines that ran on petrol rather than
the diesel modern equivalents.
Other amazing treats in this film
were the genuine one hundred year-old,
fully functional guns on both German
and British sides – machine guns, rifles
and pistols. “We set up sessions to record these on an airfield and in a forest
with some great results. I enlisted the
talents of sound mixer, Danny Hambrook, and we used both digital (Aaton
Cantar) and analogue (Nagra 4S) to cap-
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ACTION.
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Boom op Orin Beaton drudging through the mud with the rest of the crew as they prepare for the next shot

ture the guns,” explains Wilson. “The
Nagra was a revelation, you could just
push and push those limiters and it still
sounded great – that full saturation of
analogue tape that is so pleasing to the
ear!”
To say Wilson and his crew’s experience was painstaking, might be an
understatement. There is a scene in the
film set at dawn in No Man’s Land after
a big battle. The first word in the script
reads, “Silence…” but the surrounding
area was anything but. Special effects
smoke machines, generators and filming on the abandoned Wisley Airfield in
Surrey chocked their microphones with
ambience. After lengthy negotiations
with those responsible for the noise
sources, sound was able to fit one of the
actors with three lav mics to give them
the best audio at any given point. The
one that ended up sounding the best
was hidden in his helmet, but the helmet was taken off half way through the
scene and laid on the ground. “We had
to conceal a mic and transmitter in there
without anyone knowing about it, enlist
the actor’s complicity and pray that it
wasn’t revealed on camera when it was
taken off,” explains Wilson. “It was risky
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and we would not have been popular if
a six minute shot was spoiled by a mic
in frame, but as David Baron (a producer
on Harry Potter) once said to me (when
we talked about completely replacing a
Special Effects flame rig) “It’s not about
being popular” and I’ve always thought
that sometimes you have to take that
chance to make things the best you can,
even if you might be pursuing a different career path the next day!”
Looking back, Stuart reminisces
about the trained horses in the movie.
“As incredible as they are visually, they
do not make any vocal noise. This is
ideal for dialogue recording with actors,
but when we set out to get a library of
horsey sounds for the editors we were
disappointed. No matter what I tried,
they didn’t want to whinny, neigh or
even snort for the microphone, so most
of this task was left to the post team. I
heard they had a great time recording
horse-drawn plough effects and in the
process turned over the lawn outside
George Lucas’s office at Skywalker!”
A lot of the results from the sound
department had to be won by stealth.
“The director doesn’t want to know that
in sound it really takes a disproportion-

ate amount of effort to obtain a small
improvement,” explains Wilson. “As
long as no one knows what we are up to
and it doesn’t hold up the process, then
we can work away in the background
and get the best we can, maybe even
something special.”
Stuart and his crew couldn’t thank
the actors and dressers enough for their
patience, allowing them to endlessly
tweak their lav mics for the best sound
when they were all deep in the mud and
under the rain. As for working with the
rest of the crew, Stuart mentions you really have to feel honoured to work with
so much talent…
When I asked him if he had any advice for someone who might be working
with Steven in the future, he said this,
“There were times when there would
be a massive shot which was setting up
from way before dawn with hundreds
of extras and choreographed action and
after one take Steven would say, ‘Okay,
next shot!’ and I would think, ‘Don’t you
just want to do one more take for safety?’ But that was the only chance we all
got… so I’d say to be ready for anything…
the first shot must be the best shot”
S&P

-Daron James
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TASCAM HS-P82 & DR-680
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8 tracks of the highest quality recording, yet it’s built for
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performance. Ideal for
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Honoring
Scott Millan, CAS

W

hen CAS president, David
Fluhr, telephoned Scott
Millan at his home to bestow upon him the idea
that they would like to present to him
their Career Achievement Award, Millan
was taken aback. Not with excitement,
but rather disbelief in the sense that he
didn’t find himself worthy of such an
award. “I thought to myself, I’m sure
there has to be someone more deserving
than me,” cites Millan. “I remember asking David for a little time to digest the
notion before giving him my answer,
which he acknowledged.” Hanging up
the telephone, Scott walked into the living room where his wife, a woman who
has completely supported him throughout every facet of his life and career
since they were teenagers, and his twenty-six year old son, sat and explained the
entire conversation he just had over the
phone – their reaction, ‘why not?’ “But
they didn’t say it in an egotistical way,”
recalls Millan. “They said it in a manner
that made me realize how much they
sacrificed for the things I did and how
much they supported me.”
After collecting his thoughts, Scott
decided to accept the award CAS extended which will be presented to him at the
Millennium Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles February 18, 2012. To me, Millan’s
list of credits is beyond outstanding. The
creative has been doing what he loves
most for 37 years and still is learning
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every single day. He started in broadcast
before landing at Sunwest, a post production company, where he met mixer
Ed Greene for the first time. “Ed was a
work horse,” notes Millan. “He was the
guy in TV recording and I assisted him
on everything I could.” After a period at
CBS and Larson Sound, Scott moved to
Todd-AO studios as a re-recording music mixer.
In 1993, Scott started work on
Spielberg’s Schindler’s List. “I was the
new kid and never worked with Steven,”
mentions Millan. “I owe a lot to Shawn
Murphy and John Williams, who I met
during my CBS days. I know they helped
open the door for me to work on the project.” Though it was one of Millan’s first
feature films as a re-recording mixer, it
is still the most powerful movie he has
done to this day. “I remember vividly. I
walked onto the dub stage for the first
time. Shawn was conducting a hundred
piece orchestra and I sat down about to
watch a piece of black and white film
that I had no idea where it was placed
in the film or what it was about,” details
Millan. “It was just this silent image
rolling which started in the sky and tilted down. It looked like it was snowing,
but as the frames moved; it revealed a
man in a field - the ash actually being
from the burning bodies an enormous
incinerator was emitting.” Scott recollects that this stirring imagery carried
all the way through the process of the

film. “We would do a crash and burn
pass of a reel where we would hear all
the pre-dub stems. After, Andy Nelson,
Steve Pederson and I would just sit there
for five or so minutes saying nothing in
order to try and grasp what we just saw
and how we were going to shape the
story,” reveals Millan. “It was like any
other film I’ve ever been on. The project
ended up being very, very rewarding.”
Todd-AO was home for Scott for
17 years until about 2000 when he left
for Sony only to return to Todd-AO in
2004. “I have a lot of affection for that
place and the people there,” emphasizes Millan. Over the years, Millan has
worked on Ace Ventura: Pet Detective,
Braveheart, Apollo 13, There’s Something
About Mary, American Beauty, Stigmata,
Gladiator, The Bourne movies, The Passion
of the Christ, Anchorman, Ray, Knocked
Up, Revolutionary Road, Salt, Secretariat,
Captain America: The First Avenger and
The Help – to name a handful. His eight
Oscar nominations, four wins (Apollo
13, Gladiator, Ray, The Bourne Ultimatum) nine CAS nominations, three wins,
and seven BAFTA noms with three wins
could potentially help Millan put his
career in perspective, but talking with
him has never been about the accolades,
but about telling a story.
To Scott, his job is much more than
pushing faders and finalizing levels during his mix. “We all have a passion for
the work, but the collaboration process
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This year’s CAS Career Achievement
recipient talks Schindler’s List, Technicolor
and family life.

is more meaningful than anything,”
says Millan. “It’s not just the director’s
vision or my vision, we can all have
a viewpoint that sparks each other’s
creativity to help tell a better story.”
On Road to Perdition the collaboration
process spoke volumes. “The film was
photographed so beautifully,” praises
Millan. “I remember our first pass; the
instinct was to match the sound to the
image exactly.” Then director Sam Mendes came in and gave the team a pallet
they didn’t even think about. “He told us
the story comes from a child recollecting a group of people who are all dead
– it didn’t have to be perfect. He said
just because you saw something doesn’t
mean you had to hear it,” notes Millan.
This entirely changed our perspective
and creative process. “It’s those types of
moments that I admire most about filmmaking,” mentions Millan.
At this stage of his career, Scott
feels very fortunate and very lucky. He
doesn’t take anything for granted and
has never worked as if he was a single
gunman. “I like being part of something. I like having people around me
that are collaborative and have a sense
of community,” expresses Millan. There
was, though, a significant moment in
Scott’s career that made him feel as if

he belonged. “I don’t know if I deserved
it or not, but I remember sitting at the
Oscars when I was nominated for Schindler’s List. I looked up at the ceiling and
thought how great it would have been
to have my parents witness this,” expresses Millan. Scott’s parents, gone at
the time, were actors and he thought
how nice it would have been for them to
share this moment with him. “It would
have given them a lot of joy to see that,”
adds Millan.
Now starting a new era of his career at the innovative Technicolor building on the Paramount lot, I know Scott
will continue to be offering a lot more
for our viewing pleasure. He took me on
a tour of the fantastic new facility set
to be finished by mid-year 2012. I was
blown away by its sheer design and capabilities. The details of the building
can easily become a four-page article
itself, but I will say at the very least, I’m
absolutely jealous of Scott.
The facility features two flagship
dubbing rooms that mirror each other in
both technology and interconnectivity.
Avid’s Euphonix 64 channel bus recorder
desks are the rooms’ center piece, which
can run 96K. The adjacent editorial and
conference rooms that are all patched
together for seamless integration are

just the beginning. There are two additional medium-sized rooms which
run the same technology as their larger
dubbing rooms and, if needed, all four
rooms can talk to each other and share
the same information. Two smaller mixing rooms are also available in the building along with various editorial rooms,
machine rooms and an ADR/animation
room that features 32 mic inputs and is
capable of running motion capture. The
icing on the cake is the ability for projects to leave the facility via 10gigabit fiber optics that can be viewed across the
entire Technicolor global network. “It’s
an amazing opportunity to work here. I
don’t think anyone in my lifetime will
ever build something like this again,”
explains Millan. “It’s grasping to take
everything that we’ve learned so far and
put it all under one roof. It’s going to be
a great environment to work in.”
Between his wife, daughter, and
son, Scott feels he has a great support
within his family and is very blessed to
have the career he has thus far. To me,
it only seems fitting for the CAS to give
such an award to an individual who continues to contribute to the growth and
development of the sound community
as the creativity in filmmaking evolves.
-Daron James
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DP Robert Elswit illuminates
IMF’s latest assignment

Mission: Impossible Ghost Protocol

E

than Hunt is back in Mission: Impossible - Ghost Protocol. Directed by Brad Bird, this fourth installment of the franchise
takes the audience on a brilliantly crafted new mission.

Meanwhile, Ethan Hunt must escape from a Moscow
prison and the group is tasked to break into the Kremlin
and extract information about the intended recipient of
the codes – a man code-named Cobalt. Before Ethan can
escape, their cover is blown and a huge explosion rocks
Moscow’s Red Square. The entire Impossible Missions
Force (IMF) is being blamed for the disaster and the
President declares Ghost Protocol – a total dissolution
of the agency.
Ethan, now disavowed from the agency must clear
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his name before another attack takes place. Stripped
from all support and resources, Hunt is teamed with a
group of IMF operatives he doesn’t know including, William Brandt (Jeremy Renner) and is unsure of their personal motives. Their mission: clear the agency’s name
and prevent nuclear annihilation.
Tapped to lens the film alongside Brad Bird was
director of photography, Robert Elswit, who sat down
to talk with us during the filming of his latest venture
which also stars Renner – The Bourne Legacy.
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Agents Jane Carter (Paula Patton) and Trever Hanaway (Josh Holloway)
are teamed with tech-guy Benji Dunn (Simon Pegg) in order to find a courier carrying nuclear launch codes. Their operation goes astray and the
codes fall into the hands of an assassin, Sabine Moreau (Léa Seydoux).

Robert with Tom Cruise on the top of the Burj Khalifa in Dubai

Did you always want to work in film?
Yeah, I did. Pretty much since high school. I took on a great
interest in early New York filmmaking from the 1960’s. Guys
like Boris Kaufman, Arthur Ornitz, Owen Roizman really
intrigued me. They did things that were so different than Hollywood – they made filmmaking a lot more compelling to me.
Do you remember your first film job?
After I was asked “to leave” USC – I ended up working at
Graphic Films for a while before landing at Apogee – the
visual effects house. I worked there for about 9 months before
Dennis Muren took me in at ILM. Between him and John
Knoll, they allowed me to work on various projects like E.T.
and some of the Star Wars films.
Did you like it?
I wasn’t very good at visual effects. I knew I was the dumbest
guy in the room and wasn’t going to make a lifetime at it, but
they taught me a lot about pictorial style and how to create
and design an image. It was a great career experience.
You’ve done some fantastic movies, Boogie Nights,
Magnolia, 8MM, Punch-Drunk Love, Michael Clayton –
did your career change at all after your Oscar noms for
Good Night, and Good Luck and win for There Will Be
Blood?
It did, but it really shouldn’t have. I mean, no one outside
other cinematographers really knows or could tell who won
or even was nominated. You kind of feel like you’re part of a
group now but it’s not anything real. There are a lot of cin-

Brandt (Jeremy Renner) catching Ethan (Tom Cruise) before a fateful fall

Renner, Robert & director Brad Bird discussing a scene
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Robert preparing for the next shot

ematographers in the early days that never saw recognition
that should have… filmmakers that really made an impact and
to whom we steal from today.
How did you land the Impossible job?
At first, I got the script and I was unsure about the project.
But when I met with Brad and sat down with him. I really
liked him. He had a great rapport about him. We talked about
filmmaking and we had the same interests. What he wanted
to do with the project really sparked my interest though. He
said he wanted to make a Mission: Impossible that kinda made
fun of itself. Instead of presenting viewers with this plan and
then the team executing it to perfection, the mission would
somehow go awry and Ethan’s crew would need to improv
their way out of the messed up circumstances.
Similar tastes play an importance when you’re choosing projects?
I am a throwback guy for sure. When I have conversations
with directors and we have the same general style and imagery, I know it’s going to be a good project to work on. It’s
the same with Paul Thomas Anderson, despite the fact he
is about twenty years younger than I am, we have the same
great eclectic taste in films.
From prep, how long did you work on the project?
I had about ten weeks of prep. Brad and Tom were a big part
of the script process and collaborated together on its changes.
We ended up shooting from October 2010 to about March the
following year.
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This looks like another location heavy project – where
did you find yourself shooting?
Logistically, it was a very complicated show. We were everywhere. Prague, Dubai, Mumbai, LA, Moscow… most of the set
work was on a soundstage in Vancouver.
The Dubai material at the Burj Khalifa looked wonderful – was it challenging?
It was really complicated. We used a combination of three different sets. At the actual Dubai location, we found ourselves
atop the 123rd floor of the hotel rigging cameras and cranes
for Tom to scale down the building. We used a sound stage
for blue screen work and construction built a replica of ¾ of
the building in Vancouver.
The most challenging part was matching the lighting. The
interior work of the hotel was all done on a set and getting
ambient, artificial light shining through windows to match
actual daylight is hard to create. We managed to figure it
out though. John Knolls, the visual effects supervisor, was
brilliant in figuring out a way to match the digitally produced
production plates for the blue screen work to the exterior
shots we did in Dubai. Often, visual effects added afterwards
do not look as good but these were done extremely well.
Did you guys shoot on film?
Yes, we did. We shot three of the scenes for IMAX too on
65mm. The opening scene where Cruise escapes from prison,
the big Dubai scene on the building and the following
sequence in the sandstorm were all shot on 65mm. Mitchell Amundsen was our 2nd Unit DP and he did an amazing
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Director Brad Bird with Simon Pegg

job. We used Kodak film - 5219 and 5213 stock to me is the
best looking film anyone has ever made. We shot a lot of 8
perforation frame work to utilize the anamorphic Hasselblad
lenses which gave us more depth of field in the shots. It was
great Brad wanted to shoot the show the old fashioned way,
we all ended up being pretty happy about it.
How was it working with Brad on set?
It was great – we worked a lot during pre-production to sort
out all the stuff together which made things a lot easier when
we went to film. The entire crew was fantastic to work with.
How do you stay creative on set?
I have to credit Paul Thomas Anderson. He is the enemy of
doing things the same way. Paul will insist if there is a standard way of doing something, he will never want to do it that
way. Yes, it can waste a lot of time occasionally, but it makes
you think in a different way. Since I’ve worked with him, I try
to get out of my comfort zone when I can and change the way
I would normally do things on set.
Was there anything that stood out to you about this
project?
Yeah, they actually printed the entire film over at Deluxe
Vancouver by this guy named Ed Dobbs. Every day before
shooting, a few of us would go over to this wonderful lab and
watch Ed work off this old Hazeltine film color timing machine. He was doing some of the best daily prints I’ve seen.
It really takes a talent to know what movies should look like
when they are printed to film. No one prints anymore. They’ll
usually make a Telecine for an Avid input nowadays and

watching dailies is a thing of the past. I get everything on my
iPad now. The digital age is great, but it’s saddening to see a
lot film jobs being extinct.
What can viewers expect from the film?
(laughing) The funniest Mission: Impossible ever? I’ll be interested in what people have to say about this movie. Brad did a
great job casting characters that have very expressive faces. It
can be very humorous at times. Simon Pegg’s character adds
a lot of humor to the mission. It should be fun to watch.
How’s the new Bourne movie coming along?
Without saying too much, it’s been absolutely fantastic. The
Bourne series really changed the perspective when it comes
to shooting these spy, thriller movies. Right now, we are setting up a 50 foot techno-crane shot – so it’s been a lot of fun.
What advice would you give to upcoming cinematographers?
Learn to draw. I know it may sound strange. But training
yourself how to draw representational art will help you communicate visually. The most expressive quality to any image
is lighting. Learning pictorial style in terms of light will help
aid you in creating compelling work when it comes to filmmaking.
When Robert isn’t on set, he spends time with his wife, Helen, who worked in the industry as a visual effects producer
before deciding to stop in order to spend more time traveling
with her husband. -Daron James
S&P
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Post Reality

Re-recording mixer George Peters
talks The Real World: San Diego

S

Since its birth in 1992, Bunim-Murray Productions has produced the longest running
program in the history of MTV – The Real World. It just finished airing its 26th season,
and the docu-reality program has covered sexuality, romance, racial inequality, religion,
politics, addiction and a variety of illnesses - Pedro Zamora’s battle with AIDS from
1994’s The Real World: San Francisco being the most memorable and cherished.

For creators, the show’s success lies
solely on the cast. This year, The Real
World: San Diego, is no different. Love
‘em and you’ll find yourself fixated all
season long. Hate ‘em and you may
never tune in again. Obviously, producers hope the latter isn’t the case and pull
out all stops to intertwine plots that
draw viewers in that not only cause drama within the house, but breathes life
into each new city the group of strangers live in. To help enlighten their stories, re-recording mixer, George Peters,
tackles the grittier aspects of each episode’s audio tracks before it’s sent out
for broadcast.
A graduate of Syracuse University
from their Television and Radio program, George moved out to Los Angeles
in 2000. Unlike other sound mixers I’ve
talked to who started their career off in
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buttons of software programs, but Rick
music only to end up mixing, George
showed me how to be a professional.
pioneered his interest in audio during
How to hit deadlines. How quickly you
college. “I remember taking a class at
have to do things. What you need to foSyracuse and being immediately atcus on and what you can get away with,”
tracted to the creativity of sound,” says
mentions Peters. “I owe Rick a lot.”
Peters. “A professor played us a scene of
After working on various comrain falling and asked if we noticed anymercials, animated and movie projects,
thing about the sound effects. Turns out,
George landed at BMP on Memorial
it wasn’t rain at all, but bacon frying in
Day 2007. Now in a quaint office tacked
a pan. It was interesting to me that you
with sound proofing foam off Sepulveda
can trick people with audio and I really
Boulevard in Van Nuys, CA, George has
dug that aspect.” Once in Hollywood,
a pretty fantastic schedule. Walking in
George landed a job as a production asaround 7 AM,
sistant at 3-Oh!-5 Creative, a
post house that specialized in ...it wasn’t rain at all, but he usually stays
about nine
trailers and commercials. When
bacon frying in a pan” for
hours before,
an audio position presented itIrena Costello, the night mixer comes in
self, George was able to step up into that
to further finish the episode. Since MTV
assistant spot and learn the professional
changed the show’s format at the start
side of the business from Rick Sanchez.
of season 20 from a half-hour show into
“Syracuse taught me how to push the
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a full hour, BMP assigned two mixers
to The Real World. The tandem is typically given about a week at times to finish each episode before it’s sent off to
broadcast. “On Monday, we’ll start a
new episode and by Friday, we show a
cut to the producers for final notes,” outlines Peters.
Before the two even get their
hands on it, The Real World episodes go
through a rigorous process. Besides the
post production of The Real World, BMP
is in charge of everything from pre-production, production and the show’s final
delivery to MTV. Shooting for roughly
four months, tapes are then logged for
story editors to comb through, creating
the A, B and C storylines for the season’s
episodes. From there, the offline editing
team gets between four and ten weeks to
cut each episode. Before locking picture,
the show receives its fair share of both
producer and client notes before moving
into its final stages. After picture locks,
the offline assistant editors will then
prep everything for post sound. Working
on an integrated network, the post crew
of BMP are able to share files through an
internal server. Dragging the OMF files
and matching forty-four minute video
locally to his Pro-8 Core Mac powered
with Pro Tools 9.0.5, George begins to
prep his workflow. “When I start mixing
the first episode, production is almost
completely done,” cites Peters. “This
adds a little bit of difficulty because I
can’t really ask anything from production if there are any audio issues.” The
first thing George and Irena set out to do
for the first three or four days is to clean
and edit the dialogue. “It’s the most important part of the show ‘cause it’s the
driving force to the story,” utters Peters.
“There is a lot of noise in a reality show
– background, room tone shifts – this all
needs to be smoothed out.” By the fifth
day, they’ll start adding sound effects
and editing music cues. “Working with
Irena is great, because she loves to edit
the dialogue and add any needed sound
effects, while I prefer doing the final mix
of the music and any plug in processing
like eq or noise reduction,” says Peters.
“It’s a perfect ying-yang situation.”
As George moves along his timeline, he’ll note ‘audio needs’ for each

A snap shot of George’s Pro Tools workflow

The team uses Spectral Repair and other various plugins to help aid their mix

episode. “Audio needs are when the
mixed production tracks are too noisy
to clean up and are replaced by their
matching ISOs,” explains Peters. “We’ll
usually only have around 15-30 of these
come up an episode.” The post team ran
into an even bigger issue last year when
production managed to mix both boom
and lav into the same channel. “When
we got the episodes, it was odd because
they were a lot nosier than normal. We
were able to pinpoint what the problem
was and pulled all ISOs to replace them,”

says Peters. “It was a small workaround,
but we pushed that audio issue up the
totem-pole and production was able to
fix it moving forward.”
Some of the other challenges post
faces are the rebuilding of sentences
that are cut off or reconstructing the cadence of the music so it hits the proper
length and picture beat. This is when
the team can really step in and create
a story with audio. “We recently had an
episode where a cast member broke up
with her boyfriend. Instead of just lay-
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ing a music bed underneath at a constant level, I can bring out a down beat
in between words or sentences that will
amp up the emotion to a scene for the
viewers,” highlights Peters.
One of the bigger obstacles are
some of the club scenes - more specifically, the music that may be playing in
the background. “If they go into a bar
and Metallica is playing, I know we
won’t be able to afford the clearance, so
I have to go into the audio track and try
to drown it out or mask it with various
effects,” details Peters. “We try to perform miracles and may get 1 out of 10,
but the other nine times we may have
to subtitle it, which is something we
do not like doing. If the audience has
to look down in the lower third of the
television screen, it’s going to take them
out of watching it.”
As with every season, the city’s
ambience is as much a character in the
show as the cast members, and with
San Diego, they emphasized a lot of the
ocean, providing sound effects of surfing, waves splashing and tug boats in
the water. George will use a variety of
iZotope plugins for noise reduction, declipper and de-clicker to quell some of
the b-roll production track issues, but
sometimes they are too noisy to clean
up. “Occasionally, we’ll have a car drive
by or a dog barking and you just can’t
hear any of it,” details Peters. “When
that happens, we’ll resort to a sound

The cast of The Real World: San Diego - (top: Frank, Sam Priscilla, Nate, bottom: Ashley, Zach Alexandra)

mix on a Mackie HR824 speaker which
provides him with a lot more frequencies than traditional TV speakers will
put out. In order to help replicate what
most viewers will hear at home, George
will also listen through a set of Avantone speakers. “I have to be cognizant of
what the broadcast versions will sound
like. With the SD version, the audience
will hear one thing, while HD carries
a higher bandwidth and allows more

‘dirty track’ which is a version with the
bleeped curse words removed for international play.
“Our post supervisor, Laura Chavez
Schneider, is the last line of defense before we go to network. She is the heart
and soul to the post side of things for
this show,” boasts Peters. “She is in
touch with online, the editors, does all
the scheduling, and makes sure everything is in order. Laura really has all her

effects library and replace the affected
production audio with effects from the
sound library.” The post team will also
save sound effects from the production
audio to use for later episodes or seasons. “I’m not above reusing things and
just adding a little change to make them
different,” notes Peters. “With our limited amount of time on each episode, we
have to move forward and get creative
to meet our deadlines.”
Though it’s George’s sixth season
mixing The Real World, he still watches
the episodes at home. “It’s a big tool for
me. I’ll take a bunch of mental notes
to see if any of the musical changes or
sound effects take me out as a viewer,”
mentions Peters. “If I do my job correctly, you’ll never know I’m there.” Back
at the office, George listens to his 2.0
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frequencies through,” describes Peters.
“In order to compensate for some of the
frequencies that will drop out because
of their low bass, I will mix in sound effects with higher frequencies so the audio at home won’t feel like it’s missing
something.”
Deadlines are probably the toughest thing George and Irena face. “When
we have our session for producers to
provide their final notes, we still have
to make those tweaks and prepare everything for online,” explains Peters.
The team delivers a variety of different
stereo mixes based on MTV specs and
requirements for international and domestic play; the entire episode with all 8
stereo stems, a dialogue and effects output for promos, an international output
which is effects and music only, and a

ducks in a row which makes our jobs so
much easier.”
One of the advantages George has
working with BMP is the variety of
shows he has been able to mix. “I’ve
worked on projects for USA, E!, MTV
and Oxygen,” points out Peters. “They
all may be reality, but they are different types of shows that expand my experience base.” Because of the variety
of shows produced at BMP, it allows
George to share his experience and
develop his knowledge with the other
mixers. Whether it is audio supervisor,
Keith Rishkofski, Todd Iannucelli who’s
working on the Bad Girls Club, or Gentry
Smith, who’s working Kourtney & Kim
Take New York, they have completely befriended each other and their workflows
benefit immensely from it. -Daron James
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“We try to perform miracles and may get 1 out of 10, but the other nine times we may
have to subtitle it, which is something we don’t like doing.”

You Asked—We Delivered
Introducing Media Composer 5.5

“Based on recent Avid developments, I would suggest
Media Composer to micro-budget productions, as well as
multi-million dollar budgets—and everything in between.”
–Shea Kammer, executive producer (Red State)

“Amazing—PhraseFind is truly going to change the way we edit!
It’s going to make me so much money.”
–David Baertsch, creative director and senior editor, db Editorial

“[Media Composer] is the Moviola of our era. It’s what everybody is using.
It’s so robust, so industrial strength.”
–Jay Cassidy, A.C.E., editor (Never Say Never, Waiting for “Superman”, Into the Wild)

Through the years, it’s people like you—the editors, producers, and directors of the world—who’ve helped
shape Media Composer® into what it is today: a trusted tool that accelerates your creativity by removing
barriers and bottlenecks. And thanks to you, it’s now more open and interactive than ever.

Download the free trial: www.avid.com/mctrial
© 2011 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Promotions and discounts are subject to availability and change without notice. Product features, specifications, system requirements
and availability are subject to change without notice. Avid, the Avid logo, and Media Composer are trademarks or registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the
United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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T

here’s a war out there. Not just
the explosive clashes in far off
third-world nations, or the brutal turf conflicts on the streets
between rival gangs... but also the ongoing struggle by location sound mixers and studio dialogue mixers, each
working long hours to record and polish actors’ performances and, one hopes,
make great entertainment. While location sound mixers fight a daily battle
to capture the best possible dialogue,
often under worst-case scenarios, at the
same time, the dialogue editors and rerecording mixers have to painstakingly
massage these tracks into a perfectsounding blend of multiple on-set takes,
wild lines, and ADR replacements. Each
struggles mightily against the odds in

the book on dialogue editing, Dialogue
Editing for Motion Pictures: The Invisible
Art, who has been busy working as a
dialogue editor and mixer on more than
60 feature films and dozens of TV series
over the last thirty years.
The most oft-cited problem might
be the location itself, though all three
acknowledge that while location issues are a major part of the war, those
decisions are often made by the generals — or more accurately, the studio,
the producers, and the director. Purcell
cites the importance of location choice
and room preparation. “Much of my dialogue editing grief is related to excess
ambient noise and off-mike recordings.
Since pre-shoot scouting trips are usually aimed only at ‘getting the picture

noisier than a son-of-a-gun.”
The style of today’s production also
presents difficult challenges for sound
mixers. “People tend to shoot much
more on location than ever before,” observes Bondelevitch, “plus they encourage the actors to improvise, and the
camera is often handheld, so booming
becomes more and more difficult. This is
why lavalieres and isolated tracks have
become the norm. It’s the only way to
cover your butt in production all the
time.” All of these elements put more
pressure on the location sound mixer,
who often winds up with the unenviable
task of having to do more with less.
The camera itself is a major bone of
contention for Humphrey. “The biggest
problem we’re having, other than the

Sound Talk:
Production Sound & Dialogue Mixers
by Marc Wielage

service of the picture, fighting the clock,
the elements, and the creative pressures
that are all part of the business of making movie magic.
We spoke to three well-known rerecording mixers and sound editors to
give us their side of the battle: how they
deal with problematic location tracks,
how the production recording and post
sound mixing processes have changed
over the last decade, and what location
sound mixers could do to make the post
process easier. Marti Humphrey, CAS, is
an LA veteran, having worked on more
than 50 feature films over the last two
decades, as well as countless episodic
TV series going back to the 1980s, and
worked for Complete Post, Sony Pictures, and currently heads up his own
Burbank-based The Dub Stage; David
Bondelevitch, MPSE & CAS, has worked
as a music editor, re-recording mixer,
and dialogue editor on more than a hundred films and TV series for several decades, and has most recently worked as
a professor of recording arts at USC and
UC Denver; and Emmy-award winning
mixer John Purcell who literally wrote
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right,’ it’s often too little/too late for the
location mixer to torpedo a location. But
when the beautiful cottage where they’ll
shoot a 19th-century period piece sits 50
meters from a busy highway, it’s worth
bringing up the consequences.”
Bondelevich echoes those concerns.
“Some directors really have very little
idea about how difficult, time-consuming, and expensive it is to do ADR well.
As a result, they’re very lazy in production and tend to choose locations that
aren’t conducive to good sound. They
don’t support the production mixers’
recommendations, and instead let DPs
and actors make decisions about miking
that create major problems that may not
be discovered until months later.”
Sources of power on location are
also a challenge, particularly the generator. “It seems like on the lowerbudget productions,” Humphrey says,
“they have an umbilical cord that’s 25
feet, when the generator really should
be down around the corner. So with the
lower-budget films, it’s like ‘look how
much we saved on this generator,’ when
the real reason it’s cheaper is that it’s

noise of the actual location, are the new
digital cameras. Don’t get me wrong —
a lot of them are beautiful devices that
can make great pictures. But some of
the camera companies seem clueless in
the way they’ve made decisions on cooling fans that control the temperature
of the chips used in the camera. And
unfortunately, this is not a visual-only
medium; this is a visual and sound medium. When we capture the actor’s performance, we’re also capturing the fans,
the noises, and the nastiness of the digital camera.”
And modern 3D productions only
make it worse. Humphreys shakes his
head in frustration. “The advent of going with Stereo 3D cameras means you
now have double the fans, and then when
you’re in a close-up environment, where
you might go with two simultaneous 3D
rigs (that is, four actual cameras), you
now have the noise of four digital cameras in an enclosed environment. And
all of a sudden, these things are screaming at you! We make it work in post, but
because the fan generates broadband
noise, it’s very, very challenging. The
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Marti Humphrey along with Chris Jacobson at The Dub Stage in Burbank, CA

camera companies really need to deal
with the noise generated by their fans
and come up with a workable solution.”

B

EING A TEAM PLAYER

All three participants made a
good argument that the entire
sound department has to work together
as a team. Bondelevitch explains the
workflow: “The production sound usually goes through at least five pairs of
hands: the Production Mixer, the Assistant Editor (or occasionally telecine),
the Picture Editor, the Dialogue Editor,
and the Re-recording mixer. Everyone
involved, from production through
editorial and post sound, should be on
the same page about getting what they
need.”
Humphrey agrees on the need for
the production mixer and post crew to
stay in touch, especially during the crucial first few days of production. “Location sound mixers should establish a
rapport with the sound supervisor or
the re-recording mixer,” he explains.
“How many production mixers have
actually been on a dub stage to review
their tracks on the stage and see how
it really sounds in a theatrical environment? Sit back, listen, see what’s going

on, talk about what they hear with me,
and see what can be done to make the
end result better.”
Communications between the location sound crew and the camera crew is
a no-brainer, but also every bit as imperative. If you can’t use a boom mike
because of low camera angles, lighting
issues, or multiple cameras shooting
different angles, this effectively ties the
mixer’s hands behind his or her back.
Purcell points out that the human element is often the best solution for
solving technical challenges. “Having
a good working relationship with the
camera department will make it much
easier to put your boom where you want
it,” he explains, “rather that having to
give up more and more headroom just
because the DP hates your shirt.” Tact
and diplomacy are the key, as well as
working with the assistant director and
camera assistants to overcome obstacles
and find common ground.
Out of ignorance, some neophyte
filmmakers erroneously believe that
wireless microphones can solve any
camera problem, such as the infamous
“wide and tight” multiple camera issue.
The only solution here is to let the director and DP know that their choice of

camera coverage will have a drastic effect on their sound options. A close-up
and a simultaneous medium shot generally work fine from the same angle, both
for lighting and for sound; but a wide
shot and a close-up... not so much. Communicating with the director during the
pre-production phase might help prevent these problems, and avoid any onset confrontations and delays.

M

AKE A NOTE OF IT

Part of the communications
process also requires that the
production sound mixer provide thorough notes with each day’s recordings
— the specific track layout, naming the
tracks if possible, which scenes and takes
have technical problems (like wireless
interference, airplanes, or traffic noise),
and which specific microphones were
used on each actor. Humphrey explains
how this helps the post process: “Let us
know what specific boom mike they’re
using. If the location sound mixer did a
scene and went with all-lavs of a particular brand or model, that’s fine. At least
this way, if we wind up needing to do
ADR, we can go ahead and at least replicate the microphone choices.”
Purcell echoes the need for written
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logs, along with a consistent file-naming procedure, even when a film uses
different sound mixers during production. Having good notes makes it much
easier for the dialogue editor to find wild
tracks and room tones later on. “Stay
on top of crew noise when recording,
especially during room tones,” Purcell
warns. “And give us ample wild recordings — some to be used by the dialogue
editor, others by the SFX team.”
Bondelevitch adds that, along with
thorough sound logs, the location sound
mixer should make an effort to provide
accurate metadata, which gets passed on
through every step of the post process.
His advice: “Have a consistent track layout, with the dailies mix on track 1, recorded with the intention that this mix
will be usable whenever possible. Follow through after dailies. Check with
the editor and make sure they’re getting
all the tracks and all the information,
and that everything sounds good.” Bondelevitch makes a case that documenting problems in the field is good insurance for job security — particularly if
the producers later complain about a
specific sound problem which had actually been noted early on by the location
sound mixer.
Wild lines are sometimes the ace in
the hole that saves the mix, especially in
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difficult location conditions. Humphrey
explains, “the more options we’re given,
the better the opportunity we have to
get to the end result — that’s assuming the actors’ performances are still
good. There’s nothing worse than a stiff
performance – whether on-camera or
wild lines. They will not work, no matter what the intention was.” But giving
post the option of original boom tracks,
lav tracks when necessary, pre-fader iso
tracks, and wild lines will potentially
help them salvage a word or two, potentially avoiding the time and expense of
ADR.
Bondelevitch points out that sometimes, ADR is inevitable. “In general, if
there’s some huge technical flaw, such
as RF noise, a dropout, distortion, or a
mike bump, I’ll look for alternates from
other takes or angles. But if it’s clear
there are no good alternates, it gets
added to the list.” What are the biggest
issues? “Most commonly,” he explains,
“it’s background noise. I tell clients that
if the undesirable background noise is
as loud or is louder than the dialogue, it
needs to be looped. At the very least, it
needs to be sent to a specialist for digital
noise removal. Clients may try to argue
that the noise is not an issue, or that we
should have some magic button to press
to get rid of the noise. Noise-reduction

programs are in fact pretty good at this
point, but there are still limitations.”
Unfortunately, directors and picture
editors aren’t often in a position to assess the quality of the location dialogue.
Most Avid or Final Cut Pro editors are
working in noisy machine rooms, with
questionable desktop speakers, flanked
by a stack of whirring hard drives.
“Their speakers typically get stuffed in
the corners,” Humphrey laments, “and
the tracks get a bass build-up and other
problems, so the picture editors are not
really hearing what’s going on. A very
common thing we encounter is, they get
on a dub stage and say, ‘I’ve never heard
that before!’”
Bondelevitch echoes Humphrey’s
concerns. “Standards have dropped drastically on what’s acceptable these days. I
think reality shows have a lot to do with
this. We accept off-mike lines and even
distortion because we know it’s from a
documentary-style of shooting. This has
bled into scripted television as well. I’m
waiting for the day that they start subtitling bad dialogue on fiction, the way
they do on reality shows!”

C

OMMON MISTAKES

Humphrey stresses that overprocessing location tracks during
production is a big no-no. “Don’t make
too many sonic judgments with a set
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David Bondelevitch during the CAS Awards

of headphones,” he warns. “If you have
to EQ anything more than 3 or 4dB,
then you may need to analyze and see
if there’s another approach to be taken.
It’s better to use broad strokes out there:
get a good recording at a decent level, a
boom recorded as close as possible, and
chances are we can do our job in post.”
Humphrey acknowledges the need to
roll-off low frequencies to reduce rumble, but only to a point. “You want to
high-pass dialogue, that’s fine — just
don’t high-pass it at 150Hz. Ideally, get
it to where it sounds good to you, and
then back off 30 percent.” He pointed
out that some headphones tend to exaggerate certain problems compared to
speakers on the mixing stage, making it
difficult to make accurate judgments on
location.
Over-compression is another issue.
“I don’t have any problem with somebody who uses a peak limiter,” Humphrey explains. “But I do I have a problem with people having the signal stay
consistently in the limiter or heavilycompressed.” Clearly, the limiter can’t
match the subtle nuances of a skilled
mixer carefully riding levels, based on
years of experience. The damage fraught
by excessive limiting or bad levels can
be catastrophic.
Purcell agrees. “We had a film with
severe distortion from the field. The levels were OK, but you could see that the
limiter was engaged all the time, so the
waveform was flat and the sound was
painful. We spotted nearly the entire
film for ADR, but the actors were... well,
not so hot. Out of 900 ADR calls, about
30 were acceptable.” But after several
hard days of massaging in Pro Tools,
Purcell was able to get the distorted dialogue to work. What was his solution?
“A combination of Izotope RX Declipper (an amazing tool), Waves X-Crackle
and X-Click, and the console’s de-esser
helped a lot. Of course it took tons of
time.”
But these plug-ins aren’t magical.
Humphrey is quick to point out there
are no instant cure-alls for major sonic
flaws, no digital “Swiss army knife” that
can surgically slice away noise and interference. Often, a combination of several different tools, running light passes
of processing rather than one large one,
is the key. “The ability to use multiple
plug-ins on individual tracks, compared
to just on one track, where one setting
does all, has also dramatically improved
things. And being able to duplicate
those presets on similar scenes is also a

big time-saver in post.”
The techniques used by dialog editors and re-recording mixers to salvage
problematic tracks are detailed in-depth
in Purcell’s Dialogue Editing for Motion
Pictures: A Guide to the Invisible Art. Some
of the most effective tricks include the
careful use of crossfades, along with specialized tools like Cedar’s DNS Dialogue
Noise Suppressor (winner of an Academy® Award for Technical Achievement),
Waves’ WNS (Waves Noise Suppressor)
and W43 (the latter a software version
of the old Dolby CAT43 hardware box),
and Sonic Solutions’ NoNoise. Each has
its pros and cons as a valuable weapon
in the ongoing war against noise in dialogue.

T

RACKS & OPTIONS

The technical changes over the
last decade have been enormous,
both for sound and picture. The DAT and
film days of the late 1990s/early 2000s
have evolved to the multitrack sound /
digital picture era of the present day, and
it’s a rare production that only requires

down the process. “At some point, a decision has to be made about which track
sounds best on every shot,” he says. “But
you also need to go for consistency of
sound, so if you are stuck with lavalieres
on a wide shot, it can seem odd to transition to the boom on a closer angle.” But
the universal opinion is generally that
a well-placed boom mike provides the
most realistic dialogue. “As a mixer,”
Bondelevitch explains, “I’m often surprised by how salvageable a boom track
can be once everything is in place. But
that’s a call that can really only be made
on the dub stage.”
But at least providing alternatives
gives the post crew a chance to salvage
what might otherwise be impossible to
fix. As Purcell concludes: “It’s easy for
dialogue editors to complain about location sound: off-mike booms; scratchy or
“chesty” lavs; unenlightened boom operators; incomplete sound reports. This
bitch list can go on forever. But editors
forget that while we sit in dry, comfortable studios where we try again and
again to seduce or coerce a track into
submission, location sound crews work

John Purcell at a mixing station

one or two dialogue tracks. But having
more tracks doesn’t always mean better
tracks, Purcell notes. “Merely bringing
a bucketful of tracks to a mix can result
in a slow job and a frustrated mixer. But
well-chosen, well-edited tracks that offer what the mixer wants to see on the
faders will give you a better-sounding
product with little, if any, additional mix
time.”
Bondelevitch points out that
swamping the dialogue editor with too
many dialogue tracks can actually slow

under arduous and nasty conditions to
bring us the best sound that their experience, kit, budget, and shooting conditions have to offer. And they’ve got to
get it right every time.”
“Yes, location mixers come in all flavors: great, good, and well...”, he laughs.
“But it’s childish name-calling to point
to the sound crew as the source of all
our ills. We must deal with what we get
from the set. Finger-pointing doesn’t get
the job done, and without the location
sound crew, we’d be without jobs.”
S&P

Geek Gear
Canon EOS C300 Digital Cinema Camera

Recently launched, Canon has put together a well designed pro video camera. The C300
will have EF or PL mounting options. The large Super 35-sized CMOS sensor is capable
of 4K resolution. The CMOS sensor has an effective pixel resolution of 3840 x2160. The
8.29 million pixel sensor combines information from four pixels on the sensor (two green,
one red, one blue) to produce its FULL HD 1920 x 1080 output. When set in NTSC mode it
can record at 50, 35 and 25 Mb/sec at various frame rates that include 59.94i, 29.97, 24p
and 23.98. ISO ranges can be selected from 320-20,000 and in the menu, you can choose
to set the speeds in 1/3 or 1 stop increments. The C300 uses a MPEG-2 Long GOP 4:2:2
MXF codec which will work seamlessly with already existing editing software. The camera
is equipped with two CF card slots (dual-slot recording is optional), timecode capabilities
and HD-SDI outputs. And yes, there are professional audio inputs that will allow direct
recording as well as a mini audio jack input.
Price: Around $20,000
Available: Early 2012
More info: www.canon.com

Roland R-26 Handheld Recorder

Meet the next generation of handheld recorders. The R-26 features Roland’s
DSP engine, which allows simultaneous recording of up to six channels (three
stereo channels). A large LCD touchscreen display lets you directly navigate
menus for customizing the microphone settings, editing waveforms, and so on.
It also features large input-level knobs for making precise adjustments. The
R-26 records to SD cards and has two analog XLR/TRS combo inputs. The XLR
type can provide phantom if needed. Both directional and omnidirectional stereo microphones are built into the R-26, and can be used simultaneously. You
can also connect the R-26 to your computer for use as an audio interface or for
external storage. The R-26 is bundled with SONAR LE software app to perform
recording and detailed editing on your computer.
Price: $499
Available: Now
More info: www.roland.com

Black Magic DaVinci Resolve Lite 8.1

The cool guys over at DaVinci have released an update to their absolutely
free software. The 8.1 version now supports unlimited color correction nodes.
Boom! Unfortunately, the Lite version of Resolve only supports Mac OS X
users. DaVinci Resolve Lite includes all the same high quality processing of
the full DaVinci Resolve, but limits projects to SD and HD resolutions. It’s
definitely worth checking out.
Price: Free. $995 for full version
Available: Now
More info: www.blackmagic-design.com
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Remote Audio MEON LiFe

The MEON LiFe is a single-rackspace, self-contained power system that provides up to 18
Amps of 12 Volt DC and 20 Amp-hours of internal Lithium-Iron-Phosphate battery backup to
ten standard 4-pin outlets. There are ten DC power outlets on the
back of the unit and are wired in the standard 4-pin XLR configuration of PIN 4 +, PIN 1 -. Each of these outlets has auto-resetting
breakers to protect against overload. MEON LiFe has two USB
USB connectors on the front to charge or power 5VDC USB devices. The unit has an illuminated voltmeter on the front to indicate voltage and can be used in conjunction with Remote Audio’s
Remote Meter or Remote Switch.
Price: $1,499.99
Available: Now
More info: www.remoteaudio.com

Boris Continuum Complete 8 AE, AVX

BCC 8 AE delivers 200+ VFX filters to Macintosh and Windows versions of
Adobe After Effects and Premiere Pro CS5.5, CS5, and CS4. New flicker reduction and videoscope tools, OpenGL hardware acceleration, 32-bit float
support, deeper After Effects integration, and enhanced lens flares, particles,
glows, and lights headline are featured in this latest release. Over 1,000
professionally-designed presets are included free and users can build customized presets to their projects. Both static and animated BCC presets are
supported on the After Effects platform. Presets can be shared with matching BCC installations on any host application in which BCC is installed. In
addition to BCC 8 AE, BBC AVX has also been released and re-engineered
for 64-bit Windows and Macintosh operating systems to fully support Avid
Media Composer 6, Avid Symphony 6, and Avid NewsCutter 10.
Price: AE; $995, AVX; $995
Available: Now
More info: www.borisfx.com

Lectrosonics WM Transmitter

This device has not been authorized as required by the rules of the FCC. This device
is not, and may not be, offered for sale or
lease, or sold or leased until authorization
is obtained.

The latest in water resistant transmitters is in the final stages
of FCC approval. Expected to hit shelves Jan/Feb of 2012, the
WM Transmitter is a dual battery version of Lectro’s MM400C.
Labeled as a cross between the SMQV and the MM400C, this
unit uses 2 AA batteries, has permanent antennas, RF circulators and use rugged water tight microphone connector. It also
features the same membrane switch on the SMQV and has
three power settings of 50, 100, and 250 mW. The unit also
has variable roll off frequencies, emulation modes, 100kHz or
25 kHz frequency steps. It even has the servo bias input as in
all other Lectrosonics transmitters. The WM also has remote
control using dweedle tones from our RM or RM2 controller or
from various smart phone apps. All features are displayed via
LCD display.
Price: Unavailble now
Available: Early 2012
More info: www.lectrosonics.com
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Tech Review

Zaxcom’s Nomad

The next step in field recording..?
by Glen Trew

M

anufacturers await my reviews of their products with a bit of anxiety because they know
I’m going to filter out the sales talk and tell it
like it is for the benefit of the end-users. That’s probably
why I’ve been asked so many times what I think about
the new Zaxcom Nomad mixer/recorder.
So what do I think? I think the Nomad represents
the future of compact mixer-recorders that are made for
professional audio field production. I predict that other
manufacturers will follow, just like the entire industry
joined the market created by Zaxcom’s Deva line of hard
drive recorders.
Zaxcom has an uncanny crystal ball-like ability to
see where we are going even before we see it ourselves.
That’s why many of the things seemed so foreign to us a
decade ago when Zaxcom President, Glenn Sanders, was
explaining his new machines are now taken for granted.
Maybe because Zaxcom can see the future so clearly,
there has been a tendency to present the future as if it
were the present, promoting features that are actually
still on their “to do list”. But it is important to not let it
detract from the remarkable abilities of Zaxcom’s mixers
and recorders, and their proven ability to deliver what
they promise. For example, when the Deva 4 and Deva
5 were first introduced by Zaxcom years ago, there were
still things on their to do list. But the list was eventually
finished (OK… except for “playback-while-recording”),
and many additional and very valuable features were
added over the years with free firmware revisions. The
vast majority who took the plunge will now attest that
they bought the right machine. Zaxcom’s prediction and
commitment to the concept that fully microprocessorbased mixer/recorders would have a longer and more
useful lifespan than their hardware-based competition,
turned out to be spot-on.
NOTE: This review is not intended to be a complete list of features
or specifications. The intention is to describe the more useful and
interesting things of the Nomad in a way that is relevant to those in
the profession of sound for film and video production.
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The Nomad is billed by Zaxcom as the ultimate in ultra-compact mixer/recorders. Is it?

When the criteria is number of inputs and outputs, signal routing ability, monitoring versatility, feature set, effects package
(EQ, filters, compression, delay, etc), compact size, high quality
audio, and competitive price, the Nomad must, indeed, be the
ultimate in ENG mixers. Even if the recorder section of the
Nomad is not needed for a particular production, it is still the
most capable ENG-style field mixer available. Likewise, if the
Nomad is the primary recorder, there is no need to have an
external ENG mixer. As a recorder, since it has nearly the same
capabilities as the other time-proven Zaxcom Deva and Fusion
machines, it has to also be considered as being among the best
portable multitrack recorders.

As a Mixer

Its uncluttered front panel has a total of only eight knobs, and
conceals the fact that in a one-piece device of its size, nothing
comes close to the mixing abilities of the Nomad.
It has 18 inputs in the following configuration:
6 - Analog mic/line
4 - Additional Analog line
6 - AES
2 - AES42

6 analog inputs

6 AES inputs

2 AES42 inputs
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All of these inputs can be routed in any combination, prefader
or to any or all of the 6 panel faders and 4 virtual on-screen
faders – to any combination of 16 outputs, simply by clicking
on a box in the bright color display. The list of what you can do
with all those inputs on their way to all those outputs includes
HPF (high pass filter), notch filters, delay, and compress/limit.
In addition to these inputs and outputs are the SLATE and COM
circuits using an internal or external slate mic that can also
be routed to the various outputs, including 2 headphone jacks
(on separate buss circuits). A
promised (but not yet available) feature called Auto Mix
could prove to be a very valuable tool for the large numbers of microphones used on
unscripted productions like
reality television. A unique
feature called “ZaxNet” is also
promised soon, which uses an
Zaxnet featured....
internal 2.4G transmitter to
remote control Zaxcom wireless transmitters (frequency, ON/
SLEEP, and gain). ZaxNet is not yet functional on the Nomad,
but it has been in use on the Deva and Fusion recorders for
years.
There are plans for the Nomad to be compatible with the
Zaxcom Mix-8 control panel, which will give it vertical faders and trim knobs in a very compact chassis, ideal for highly
portable desk-style mixing. The Mix-8 panel has already been
in use for several years with the Deva and Fusion recorders, so
it’s safe bet that the Mix-8 software will soon be written for the
Nomad.

“Never Clip” in action...

A patent-pending feature called “Never Clip” is unique to
the Nomad and worthy of explanation because it is both a valuable and confusing feature. Never Clip, for all practical purposes, prevents the input stages of the Nomad from exceeding
digital max. Never Clip allows an additional 20dB of level beyond 0dBfs at the input, without actually reaching the input’s
A-D converters’ digital max. Do not confuse this as a limiter
function, because there is no limiting or compressing in Never
Clip. Also, do not confuse this as a feature that prevents a recording track from clipping when driven past 0dBfs. It seems
that this is done by transitioning from one digital converter
to another that is offset by 20dB, but it seems to do this seamlessly and inaudibly. What this means is that if, for example,
the level from a microphone goes higher than the trim was set
to accept (high enough to exceed 0dBfs of the input’s digital
converters), there will still be no input distortion. In this situation, all that’s needed to prevent the postfader mix track from
distorting is to turn down the fader knob low enough to pre-

vent this signal from being recorded beyond 0dBfs (max). You
may have to turn down the fader to 9:00 while still reaching
full scale on the recording track, but it will not distort. Keep in
mind that any prefader isolation tracks will be subject to overload because they are not being turned down by the fader. For
this reason, it makes sense to use the track limiters to prevent
overload of the prefader isolation tracks. The limiters are “soft
knee” type with variable threshold, ratio, attack and release
times that do not sound obvious when working. Once this process is understood, the Never Clip feature can be very valuable.
The Never Clip feature is always in place so there is no menu
selection for it.
Another unique feature of the Nomad is called “Auto
Trim”, designed to give instant access to the trim control of
each fader. When this feature is selected, slightly moving a
fader will turn on a blue light next to the fader, indicating that
Auto Trim is active on that input. When the blue light next to
a fader is on, this means that turning the MENU knob will adjust the trim up or down. It’s true that this feature makes trim
adjustments very fast, and
sometimes even faster than
a traditional trim knob.
However, I fear that having
this feature active while
working from a bag will
make it too easy to unintentionally adjust the input
trims. To adjust the Nomad
trims manually, press the
Auto Trim activates on blue light...
SETUP button, select TRIM,
then turn the MENU knob to raise or lower the level. In practice, I have found this method on the Deva to be fast enough
for most real-world, and the Nomad is even quicker. Plus, with
the Never Clip feature, the need for the trims is significantly
reduced.
Another example of how the Nomad can be customized by
the user includes the “shifted” and “unshifted” transport option (“transport” being a reference to antique tape recorders).
In “shifted” mode, the transport functions of RECORD, PLAY,
STOP, etc, are only active while holding down the MENU button (which serves as a “shift” key). This prevents accidentally
putting the Nomad into record, or, worse, accidentally taking
it out of record. At first I wasn’t a fan of this “shifted” feature,
particularly as the default setting, but this was probably due
to my frustration and embarrassment from not being able to
figure out how to put it into record. But now that I’ve spent a
lot of time with the Nomad, I have to admit that Zaxcom was
right, and it would now be my standard setting. I still believe
that the default setting for new-in-the-box Nomads should be
the “unshifted” mode so that when the new owner presses record, it will go into record. But once it is understood, I would
probably choose the shifted transport option. While I can’t take
up the space to list all of the customizable options, suffice it to
say that nearly every function of the Nomad can be customized by the user for a better fit to their way of working.

As a Recorder

The Nomad is available in four models: the 4, 6, 8, and 12,
which basically refers to the number of available recording
channels. Otherwise, the basic recording functions are shared
with each model. The price increases with each model number,
but every model can be upgraded to a higher model with a paid
firmware revision. All of the models have an internal timecode generator with the various frame rate options used today.
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Like the previous larger recorders from Zaxcom (the Deva and
Fusion), the Nomad records to its primary media (a CF card)
with the Zaxcom proprietary file type “MARF” (Mobile Audio
Recording Format). These files are then converted to BWF files
when mirroring onto its second CF card slot, which is intended
to normally be the main deliverable. This process can be chosen by the user to happen
simultaneously
in the background, or
automatically
when
“STOP” is pressed, or
can begin whenever the
user manually chooses.
There are multiple adCF card is located inside the
vantages to the MARF
battery compartment
system, which include
reliability, but also has the ability to retain the recording right
up to the moment of a power loss. But an even more practical
advantage I’ve found in this system is that the files copied onto
deliverable media (typically CF card) can have a number of
different parameters determined AFTER the original recording
is made. For example, mirrored copies can be made that are
BWF-Poly, BWF-Mono, -F mode, etc, and it’s nice to be able
to change these choices after the original recording is made. I
should say that this process is not unique to the Nomad, but is
unique to Zaxcom recorders, and proven to be an asset.
The fact that the Nomad is so compact makes it a little less
user-friendly than the larger Deva and Fusion recorders. Deva
and Fusion owners will find themselves, out of habit, trying
to press the Nomad screen. But instead, of a touch screen, its
smaller but nice, bright, color display relies on button presses and a scroll knob to navigate and select the menu options.
However, once you become familiar with the menu layers, it is
quite fast. Otherwise, There are a few promised features that
are still being developed, but
– as is – I feel it is ready now
to enter the ENG location recording world.
When assigning to the
available recording tracks,
the recording media (main
Recordable mirroring available...
card or mirror card or USB device) is treated like any other of the mixer’s destinations. This
is an important point about the Nomad’s versatility, which allows individual mixes and track configurations to be sent to
each recording media and other devices such as cameras, backup recorders, EPK crews, video assist, production Comteks, etc.
Another way to explain this is to say that, in addition to all of
the outputs mentioned above in the mixer paragraph, there are
additional “outputs” used to feed the internal main recorder
and mirror media.
As predicted by Zaxcom years ago to a disbelieving industry, metadata is now an important and expected part of our
production sound tracks as our post production colleagues
grow to depend on them more. So, the Nomad has full metadata capability. While the Nomad handles text entry fast enough
for most productions, and makes great use of its bright easyto-read screen and navigation knobs, it is no match for the
ease and speed of the large touch screen used by the Deva and
Fusion recorders. But, still, text is surprisingly easy to enter
given the small-ish size of the Nomad screen, and easy enough
to be usable in most production scenarios.
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Overall Design

Zaxcom’s layout and style has reached a respectable level with
the Nomad. The front control panel is a glossy waterproof
overlay that’s reverse printed with text that can never rub off.
The knobs are attractive with a bright machined and knurled
metal finish with a pointer that makes them easy to feel their
positions without looking at them, and have a recessed area
for the supplied color coding stickers for when you can look at
them. The primary XLR input connector panel is in the back of
the chassis, but recessed so that input cables will not take up
any space in a bag, and will not have to support the weight of
the device when positioned vertically.
This heightened level of design needs to be acknowledged
because Zaxcom has taken a fair amount of criticism over the
years for the lack of aesthetic appeal of their earlier devices.
Some will say that these improvements are largely due to design
elements inspired by the design of
competing manufacturers. While
there may be some truth to this,
it is also true that the concepts of
Zaxcom mixer/recorders have been
the primary inspiration of every
Nomad’s headphone knob
competing device.
In the “fit and finish” department there are two items that
will be noticed right away. First, the headphone level knob
(that also doubles as the “back” button for menu screens)
has a noticeable wiggle to it. Most people will assume that
the knob is loose on the shaft, but it’s actually the shaft that
wiggles inside the control. This is normal for this control –
the headphone volume knob on all Nomads do it. The item
is the point at which the top cover it meets the back panel; it
is easily flexed because it doesn’t have much support. It may
never cause a problem, but it is not confidence inspiring, and it
would be good if it were addressed. Another thing about headphone knob that would not be discovered until it’s too late is
that the shaft hole is drilled too deep, which, if the set screw
loosens, allows the knob to slide down onto the panel. The
problem is that this control also has a push switch function
for clicking through different menu options, and if the knob
slides down to the panel, you can’t push the switch to change
menu screens. Glenn Sanders might kick me, but I can’t resist calling this condition “Never Click”. Oh well, no one reads
this far down anyway, do they? Seriously, having the knob slip
like this could put the Nomad into lockdown, so I recommend
keeping the proper size Allen wrench in your kit for this knob’s
setscrew (you should do this anyway for all mixers), and, better still, remove the headphone knob and shim the hole with
something like a thin washer or a small wad of aluminum foil
so that when the knob cannot be pressed against the panel.
Zaxcom is aware of this issue and I’m told has changed the
remaining knobs, but I know that quite a few Nomads were
delivered with knobs that have this potential problem.

Summary

The Deva and Fusion machines still lead the pack when it
comes to cart-based production, which is how it should be
because the Nomad was never intended to replace them. But
when the need is for a smaller, less expensive, and ultra capable mixer/recorder for very portable film/video production
sound, the new inspiration is, no doubt, the Nomad. For more
information on the Nomad, visit www.zaxcom.com.
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Remembering a Legend
Gene Cantamessa

A young Steven Spielberg waits for Gene on the set of E.T.

For those close to Gene or who had the pleasure to work alongside him, you probably already know
that he wasn’t like anyone else. Gene dedicated himself to his family and to his craft extensively.
Cantamessa started working in sound during the 60s and didn’t stop till 1999, the same year the
Cinema Audio Society recognized him with their Career Achievement Award, a very deserving acknowledgment. The Bad News Bears, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Stripes, The Toy, Ghostbusters,
The Birdcage and Six Days Seven Nights to name a few of his over one-hundred credits.
It’s isn’t just the seven Academy Award nominations or his Oscar win for Spielberg’s E.T. the ExtraTerrestrial for sound mixing that made him legendary, his character made him larger than life. He
walked his life like he talked it. During job interviews, he ended each meeting with the line, “Good
luck on your picture, if you don’t use me, I’m sure it will work out for you anyway.” He was the
first to do away with wearing a tie on set, the first to wear shorts on stage and only liked going to
locations he never went to before. It may not seem like much now, but his carefree attitude made
him one of the most sought after production sound mixers in town. Even though Gene had the pick
of the shows in his era, he was a class act and made time for everybody and anyone - including his
son, Steve, who followed in his father’s footsteps by becoming a sound mixer. Steve even managed
to win an Academy Award, in which Gene couldn’t have been prouder. Cantamessa even continued
to give freely long after his retirement from mixing as he stayed active in local 695 many years on
the board and IA Conventions. Gene will be greatly missed in the sound community, but his legacy
will always live on.

Thoughts from friends...
“He’s always been the total, real deal - an assured, classy, fun-loving professional - but he also helped me, a
newbie, with advice; and was the best of best on 695’s E-Board for three tumultuous decades. Many condolences to Steve and their family. Stand strong, Gino - we’re missing you.” - Glenn Berkovitz, CAS
“He was indeed one of the Patron Saints.” - Philip Perkins
“Gino was an original, as old school as they come. He had a storied career, and he also gave a lot of his time
and energy in service of the local and the sound community. Yes, he will be missed.” - Andy Rovins, CAS
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AUDIO WITHOUT LIMITS!

The New Nomad Production
Audio System with ZaxNet

FEATURES INCLUDE:
NeverClipTM 135 dB
Dynamic Range Inputs
12 Track Audio Recording
16 Channel Audio Mixer
with Linear Fader Control
IFB Monitor Transmitter

Timecode Reader/Generator
with RF Distribution System
Zaxcom Wireless Microphone
Remote Control
Visual Timecode Slate
Wireless Audio File Delivery System

The Nomad provides an unprecedented
level of control and integration that
sets a new standard for light weight,
low power operation in your sound bag.
Please note, feature set varies by model.

www.zaxcom.com

